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u CARCOSA

HORROR GAME BASED ON LOVECRAFT’S BOOKS

CARCOSA

CARCASSONNE WELL SHAKEN WITH CTHULHU ( CARCOSA

2

Readers that love the romances of Ambrose
Bierce and Howard Lovecraft already know
this name: Carcosa, the lost city of their
books, placed inside the black lake of Hali.
Most recently, she was also named in the TV
series “True Detective”. Let’s see together if
the game is a good introduction to those
books.

who produced it. I just add one note: please
find a fabric bag large enough to store all
the tiles to facilitate their draw.

The materials of Carcosa are strong and
easy to use: only the cards are probably a
little too “light”, but we do not have to manipulate them during the game so they
are fine. Of course, the heart of the game
are the 88 square tiles, (Carcassonne like),
including the four “starting” ones for the
town of Hastur that should be placed in the
middle of the table at the set-up. A small
board, called “Yellow Sign” (or “Cultist Sheet”
if you prefer) is also placed on the table: it
has two sides and you decide which one to
use based on the number of players (front
side for 4 players, back for 2-3). Finally, we
have four series of wooden meeples (one
“Prophet” and 9 cultists for each color). The
box of Carcosa is a good example of “how”
to produce a game: small, compact, and
exactly filled by the stored components. No
waste: compliments to “One Free Elephant”

of tiles randomly extracted from a cup or a
bag: again, the number of stacks (4 to 6) depends on the number of players (2 to 4) but
all the tiles are always used, and they should
remain “covered”. See picture nr.2
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To set-up the game you need to place the
board (that we will call simply “Yellow Sign”
from now on), corresponding to the number
of players. Then you prepare on some stacks

of Hastur, completely surrounded by the
black waters of the Hali lake.
Pietro Cremona
An interesting variation of the classic Carcassonne,
with an eye on Lovecraft’s horror books.
Each player takes all the meeples of one color and one card that represents a section of
their cult house. She is divided in two parts:
on the right the hospital to recover the cultists that become mads after a ritual; on the
left the dining room were the cultists try to
come back to force to be ready for another
task. The last meeple is the “Prophet”, to be
placed on the Yellow Sign, standing.

The tiles have the “usual” dimensions of the
Carcassonne series, but with a major difference: they are printed on both sides (see
also Picture 3). Side “A” shows an “unstable”
territory while on side “B” is printed the real
“final” territory: some of them may
rise special bonus/malus when they
are overturned, as we will see later.
The game is played in turns of five
phases:

Finally, in the middle of the table are placed
the four “start” tiles that represents the town

Phase 1: recover a cultist from insanity
Phase 2: select a tile from one stack
on the “Yellow Sign” and place the
Prophet on top of that stack (blocking it for the following players)
Phase 3: place the selected tile on the table,
with the “unstable” side on, following the

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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If a cultist is in a “Ritual Site”
when it is overturned there
are two possibilities: (a)
The Yellow King (master of
this world) is satisfied and
the Cult gains as many VP
as there are tiles around
the Site (ad the cultist becomes insane, of course)
or (b) a monster comes
up and devours the cultist
that is sent then to the “Yellow Sign” (but the player
get the VP).

usual “Carcassonne” rules for the connection to already placed tiles.
Phase 4: (optional) take one cultist from the
reserve to be placed on that tile
Phase 5: solve the eventual effect of the tile.
As you see this is very similar to a standard
“Carcassonne” sequence, but there are
some differences that will make Carcosa
slightly different from its ancestor, starting
from the meeples: instead of knights or
peasants we have cultists and they are really unlucky as their Prophet will use them
for some sorcery (and they become insane)
or sacrifice in the black waters of the Hali
lake (to be devoured by a monster).
On the “Yellow Sign” is also printed the Victory Point (VP) track and the players get VP
(called here Power Points) when they are
able to “stabilize” some tiles (i.e. turning
them on the “B” side). If, for example, you
have a cultist on a road … uuups … on an
“Energy Flow” (as they call it) and you close
that path all the unstable tiles are turned
on the “B” side and you gain as many VP as
there are tiles on this flow. But the poor cultist become insane and should be sent to the
hospital.
If a player closes a “district” (a series of territory tiles) the Cult with more cultists there
gain as many VP as there are tiles, but if
some “Theaters” are printed on that district
the player may take extra cultists from an

Another difference with
Carcassonne is the use of
the “Ritual Stones” (see also Picture 3): every
player gets 6 of them at the beginning but
they still do not have “magic” powers: any
time that an Energy Flow is completed the
player may “charge” a stone that has up to
the same number of the VP gained. Therefore, with a 5 tiles Energy Flow you may
“charge” one of the stones with the number
“II-III-IV-V”. When you use a “charged” stone
you place it in your reserve, and you need to
“charge” it again if you wish to use it later in
the game. A charged stone allows the player to make “special” actions: immediately recover an insane cultist; move a cultist from
a tile to another; look at the tiles of a stack
on the Yellow Sign; move a Prophet; take a
cultist from the general reserve; etc.
The game ends when a Cult reaches the
case 70 on the VP track, winning the game,
or if TWO stacks of tiles on the Yellow Sign
are completely exhausted: in this second
option all the VP must be calculated (adding reduced VP for unfinished districts or
energy flows and some extra VP for the sacrificed cultists). The player with most points
is the winner.
The dominant theme of the game is obviously the “Horror”, including the rules
booklet, graphically very well done. Unfortunately, this complicates a little the study
as you have to separate the real rules from
the “chrome” of the narrative contents. The

My lines for WIN
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

Welcome to the first edition of WIN, published in the new bimonthly rhythm, issue WIN
525/526 in the 43rd Volume of WIN. We are
pleased that we can already present the first
new releases of 2019! Slowly but surely we
begin the testing of games for our Austrian
Games award, we look forward to test-play
and try many many wonderful games up to
our final decision. We are also very pleased to
welcome a new member in our jury, Thomas
Bareder, publisher of Frisch gespielt! Welcome, Thomas!
Of course, we will inform you about potential
winners and actual winners. Please stay with
us and continue to read our WIN and ti inform
yourself about the newest games and trends.
Current issues of win can be found on
http://www.gamesjournal.at
and for Games Companion Game by Game
see
http:// www.gamescompanion.at.

initial general reserve. Of course, all the cultists in the district become insane and must
be placed on their hospitals.
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authors were probably conscient of this as
they created a special section in the booklet (called “Arcane Knowledge”) where the

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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u CARCOSA / TEOTIHUACAN

wrote specific questions and the related
answers. It is strongly suggested to read this
section BEFORE starting with the rules. You
will avoid becoming confused, even if this is
the real scope of the Yellow King, of course.

WHERE MORTAL DICE COOPERATE

TEOTIHUACAN
CITY OF GODS

The rules also include three variants: the first
two (“Criminal”, who adds 8 grey coloured
tokens, and “The Stranger” that adds a special yellow token) are used to vary a little the
rules, while the third one (The Investigators)
is written specifically to play “solo”, with special rules to use the cultists of the other factions against your own.
Surely the game has a particular “soul” and
the setting will greatly please to the players that like the “Horror”, the dark drawings
and the … human sacrifices. One thing is
certain: we are still in the path traced by Carcassonne. þ
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Nigel Kennington
Artist: Campos, Briggs, Reginskis
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Spiele-Offensive 2017
www.spiele-offensive.de

1-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

60+

EVALUATION

The name of the game comes from the
Mexican city of ruins, Teotihuacan, that has
been over many centuries the center of one
of the most important civilizations in Middle America and about which today, unfortunately, there is not much knowledge. The
game board shows, prominently, a pyramid
that is constructed by players during the
game. Surrounding the pyramid, you find
some temple tracks and action cases. As to
topic, the game is strongly reminiscent of
Tzolk’in, especially as one of the designers,
Daniele Tascini, has also been one of the designers of Tzolk’in. At this point, at the latest,
my interest was pricked, as Tzolk’in is one of
my all-time favorite games.
Up to four players can sit around the table
to contribute to the construction of Teotihuacan. Whoever acquires most fame while
doing this will win. The game comprises up
to three eras with a scoring of the end of
each era, called an Eclipse. The game also
ends immediately when the pyramid is
completed. This end is absolutely feasible
and can result in the loss of one complete
scoring!
Around the pyramid, eight action cases are
depicted. Each player begins
with three workers, who are
represented by dice, and are
placed on three different action cases.

Tiles laying, horror setting
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Reasonable playing time * Good interaction
among players * Rules should be better
written * Of course, the Carcassonne base
is evident
Compares to:
Carcassonne

My rating:

Other editions:
One Free Elephant (en), MS Edizioni (it)

4

Essen 2018 – as every year, a lot of new
games are published. To stand out from the
masses is not that easy. A game that managed to do this quite well in 2018 and one
that was very high up on my a-have-totake-a-closer-look list is Teotihuacan – City
of Gods.
Published originally by the Rumanian publisher NSKN Legendary Games and localized in German by Schwerkraft-Verlag, this
game by the Italian/Hungarian designer
team Daniele Tascini and Dávid Turczi is
a good example for the nowadays very
frequent international cooperation in the
board game community.
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it in clockwise direction up to three action
cases. At the target case you have two or
three option from which you must select
one:
•
The main action of the case
•
Harvest cocoa
•
Worship
Markus Wawra
I am a fan of Tzolk’in and was very curious about
Teotihuacan. The fantastic mechanism had me
enthralled at the beginning, but after a few games
the allure to play was quickly gone.
To select a main action for implementation
you must pay with cocoa – one unit of cocoa for each dice color already on the case.
So, an action can, in a game of four players,
cost you from 0 units of cocoa, if you are first
on that case, to four units, if all player colors
are already on the case. If you cannot pay
the cost, you cannot select the main action.
The main action is also related to the action
case – you can collect building resources,
develop technologies, construct parts of
the pyramid or build houses. The power of
the action is usually related to the number
and strength of your own workers. So, it
makes sense to plan actions across several
turns. After the main action, usually one or
two of the workers are strengthened by raising the dice value by 1. When the value of a
die arrives at 6, the worker rises, or dies, that
is. The owner of the worker receives a nice
bonus, turns the die back to 1 and puts it on
the #1 action case.
Harvesting cocoa is the only action that
you can do at any time. The strength of the
action is, however, dependent on the dice
colors already present on the action case.
You harvest the number of colors + 1 cocoa
units.
Worship is not possible on each of the ac-

Beginning with the starting
player, every player has one
move in turn, until the game is
finished.
A move/turn always begins
with moving a worker. To do
so,, you select a die and move

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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tion cases, but only on cases where corresponding areas are marked. Worshipping
gives you advancement on one of the temple tracks and/or development tiles, which
can have any kind of imaginable once-only
effects. Worship cases offer only one space
for the action. If another player die is already
there, it must be bought off for the cost of
one unit of cocoa. You need not, however,
pay cocoa for workers present on the nonworship space in the action case. Dice that
are positioned on worship spaces do not
count towards the main action or the harvest action and must be bought off before
you can use them again. This either costs
three units of cocoa, one complete turn or
you are lucky and there is another player
who buys off his dice to use the case himself.

the goal of optimizing the
combination of their pip value
and number – a complex variant of the Rondel mechanism,
has not come to my attention
in this form and is therefore refreshingly new and challenging
in the first few games. Unfortunately, all the games that I have
played so far, have peaked in a
very quick construction of the
pyramid. Therefore, other strategies were of not much use,
which for me deducted a lot of
game’s allure in the long run. Furthermore,
in my opinion, the rather substantial chance
element in the turning up of new pyramid
construction parts is not suitable for that
kind of game.
All in all, the game does not reach, even in
a rudimentary way, the level of the exceptional Tzolk’in, a comparison that probably
is a bit unfair but suggests itself.
What remains is a very well designed game
with an interesting mechanism and an unpronounceable name, that – as regards to
a long-time allure to play – remains on an
average level. þ
Markus Wawra
(c) pictures mcyrz, Lord Balder (BGG)

INFORMATION
Designer: D. Tascini, D. Turczi
Artist: Odysseas Stamoglou
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: NSKN Games 2018
www.boardanddice.com

PLAYERS:

1-4
AGE:

14+
TIME:

120+

EVALUATION
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Rondel, worker placement
Users: For experts
Version: en
Rules: cn de en es fr it jp kr nl pl ru
In-game text: no
Comments:
Interesting mechanism * Good components
* Allure of the game palls quickly
Compares to:
Tzolk’in, Hamburgum, Praetor
Other editions:
Crowd Games (ru), Game Harbour (cn),
Giochix (it) Jumping Turtle (nl), Maldito (es), Pixie
Games (fr), Portal Games (pl), Ten Day Games (jp),
sternenschimmermeer (kr)

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

My rating:

As we are used to from games of that kind,
many of the actions described above yield
victory points, directly or indirectly. Whoever has collected most of them at the end of
the game, wins the game. There are many
different ways to acquire those victory
points.
All the same, the tactical component of the
game dominates. Who has how many workers at what time on an action case, leads to
significant difference in costs for actions, or
vice versa, in the harvesting of cocoa. The
building parts for pyramid, too, have very
different values so that is interesting again
and again to insert a building turn when
a valuable part appears. On top of that,
the game can end surprisingly fast, when
enough players force the construction of
the pyramid which renders other long-term
strategies obsolete.
The mechanism of moving workers with
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)
Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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u CARPE DIEM

SEIZE THE DAY

CARPE DIEM
WHAT FOR?

Carpe Diem – a dictum by the Roman poet
Horaz, which he used in the year 23 B.C. in
the first book of his poem collection Carmina, in the ode “To Leukonoe” and a dictum that still is meaningful more than 2000
years later as there are, after all, only two
days in a year when you can do nothing,
and those are “yesterday” and “tomorrow”.
So Carpe Diem is an absolutely gripping
title with the small fault that is has next to
nothing to do with the game. It does, however, fit the designer Stefan Feld rather well.
With the last 15 years, he has, in addition
to his main work as a teacher and head of
school, published nearly 30 games, and
very successfully, too. This is proven by the
ten nominations and recommendations
for Game of the Year, not to forget his success in Deutscher Spielepreis, where he was
ranked ten times among the first ten places
and had a very near miss for first place three
times, 2007 with „Notre Dame“, 2011 with
„Die Burgen von Burgund“ and 2012 with
„Trajan“, bested by „Die Säulen der Erde“, „7
Wonders“ und „Village“. I myself have twenty of his games in my private collection and
may declare myself as a “Stefan Feld Freak“
and am sure that I am not alone with this
preference.
The game contents: The cover shows a
fish and vegetable vendor in ancient Rome.
A customer with script rolls in hand and a
half-finished building are meant to indicate actions in the game. As patricians and
constructors, we will, during four phases
comprising seven rounds each, set up our
own city districts as rich in points as possible, laying it out using tiles, that is. For this
purpose, each of the maximum four players
receives a building board featuring a grid of
36 squares, and one of four different frames
for this board. Nine cases carry markings
for banderole tiles. When those markings
are covered during the game, you score
points on the banderole bar. 123 building
tiles represent the main element of the
game, albeit in two nearly indistinguishable
shades of green, especially with inadequate
illumination, and present a real problem.
Furthermore, we find 18 tiles in the box that
represent bread loaves but are more reminiscent of tree slabs; I will get back to what
they do later. Components are completed
by 150 cards, 66 of them are used for victory
points, representing values from 1 to 25. 24
fountain cards provide different amounts of

6
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bonus points for the game end scoring. The
remaining sixty cards are used in the scorings of the four phases; you use, however,
only maximum twelve out of those sixty
cards in a game, which of course provides
incredible variety. There are also 24 card
board coins for gold, which work as jokers.
Wooden components comprise four pawns
– patricians - and five discs in each player
color as well as 20 commodities – grapes,
herbs, chicken and fish. Four summary
boards facilitate bonus allocations during
the rounds as well as the scoring of points at
the end of the game.
Rudolf Ammer
A game of optimization which offers high replay
value due to its manifold variations but suffers from
inadequate graphics.
Game set-up: The main game board features a heptagon in the middle of the board,
surrounded by seven squares, each of them
divided into four cases. Each of those seven
squares is connected by two lines to two
opposite squares. During the game, each
turn – notwithstanding exceptions
– is only possible within those two
options. Then you put four of the
light green building tiles randomly
on each of the seven squares. Those
squares show, on one hand, half of
cultivation terrains like garden,
pond, chicken coop and vineyard,
and on the other hand, half of buildings for merchants, baker, administrator, craftsman and villa parts. In
addition, there are individual tiles
for markets, bakeries and fountains.
Then there is a track with 20 slots
for the banderole scoring, which
is responsible for assigning the sequence of scoring. Then there are
eleven slots for dark green tiles with
practically identical configuration.
Another case is provided for twelve
scoring slots – another main feature of the game. Here, the scoring
cards are also allocated randomly,
depending on the number of players, twelve for four players, ten for
three and eight for two players. At
the start of the game, the starting
player is allocated eight victory
points, the other players in turn receive one point more than the previous player.

How do I score additional points? Well, in
your turns, you try to complete those tiles
with halves of terrains or buildings on your
board. Those completions earn you various bonuses. A completed Administrator
building, for instance, allows you advancing
two steps on the banderole bar. The baker
gives you two bread loaves. Those loaves
are useful insofar as you can discard one
to ignore the connecting lines on the main
board for your movement. Discarding three
breads represents fulfillment of a scoring
condition. The completed merchant building enables bartering of wares for coins
and receiving one additional gold. Which
is useful, as gold is a joker for scoring. The
craftsman building gives you access to the
eleven dark green tiles outside the heptagon and thus an additional tile placement
in your turn. If you complete the chicken
coop the reward is – not unexpectedly – a
chicken. In the garden you receive a leaf, in
the vineyard a grape and at the pond a fish.
Three of the tiles are already complete – the
bakery which donates one loaf, the market
gives you a coin and if you place a fountain
you can choose one of two fountain cards.
Those cards offer various bonuses for the
end-of-game scoring. Villas give no advantages during the game, but their chimneys
count at the end of the game, providing 26
points in case of up to eleven chimneys, an
amount not to be neglected.

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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When positioning houses and landscape
you should also take into consideration the
scoring award promised by the requirements printed on your board frame. Various
options are available; to score, the respective tiles must be placed on the indicated
line.
As soon as all 28 building tiles have been
used, the first scoring happens. The twelve
scoring tiles differ in two criteria. You must
either own the requirements indicated on
the tiles to receive the bonuses – completed houses, landscapes and maybe chimneys – or you must discard given commodities. The snag in this is, that you must decide
definitely on two cards horizontally or vertically adjacent. If you cannot meet the requirements of one of them, you score four
penalty points instead of a bonus. Whoever
is in first position on the banderole bar goes
first to place one of his three scoring discs.
After the scoring, the squares around the
hexagon are filled again, beginning with
the light green tiles. After three phases, the
dark green tiles are used.
At the end of the game, a lot of additional
victory points are to be had, for instance
and already mentioned, the chimneys of

completed villas. Eventual remaining commodities, bread loaves, coins and tiles that
could not be placed correctly as well as various commodities, divided by two. At this
point, you also use fountain cards that you
acquired. A clever placement of objects in
relation to the requirements provided by
the frames also yields a huge amount of
points.
As the victory points acquired during the
game are noted on the cards and are not
open information, there can be some surprises about the final winner of the game.
My conclusion: The game has the quality
that we are used to in games by Stefan Feld
and my expectations have not been disappointed. The randomly displayed building
tiles and the restricted turn options demand long-range planning. The variable
frames that give preference on individual
buildings or terrains, offer additional variety. All in all, mechanisms that provide a
high replay allure.
Unfortunately, the graphic design has been
completely botched. I do not know what
kind of devil possessed alea to give the task
to a newcomer who obviously has no idea
or familiarity with boardgames whatsoever.

Aside from the weak color difference on the
backside of the building tiles, the color difference between baker and merchant could
be clearer. Market and bakery are barely
recognizable as such. The terrain tiles, too,
could have been done better, take for instance those microscopely small chicken
dots on the coop. This goes with the small
summary board and is typical for the faulty
design. Again, I cannot understand, too,
why the banderole tiles must be so minuscule, which just goes with the fact that the
terrains on the frames are drawn squarely
while elsewhere they are presented as ellipses. This tells of sloppy work or at least
inattentive work.
Stefan Feld has definitely not deserved
such treatment of an excellent game at the
hands of a beginner, as there are, after all,
excellent designers in the industry, like Klemens Franz, Franz Vohwinkel or Michael
Menzel, to name only a few of them. My recommendation would be to hand over the
second edition to a proven illustrator and to
destroy the rest. I would buy a re-designed
game instantly and throw out my original
copy. þ
Rudolf Ammer

INFORMATION
Designer: Stefan Feld
Artist: Lalanda Hruschka
Price: ca. 37 Euro
Publisher: alea / Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

10+
TIME:

75+

EVALUATION
Tile placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr es
In-game text: no
Comments:
Excellent game * Very high replay value
* Bad graphics * © Image toerck, z10n x,
StarWarsGirl (BGG)
Compares to:
Tile placement games for area control

My rating:

Other editions:
Maldito (es)

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37
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u ATLANTICA / BAD BONES

ATLANTICA

SALVAGE TREASURES AND KNOWLEDGE
Atlantica has finally been discovered and research teams
look for hidden treasures under
water, in a race against the hurricane. Treasure cards, ship cards
and research cards are prepared,
and you have five diver cards in
hand.
As the active player you can either use the „Draw breath“ action, miss a turn and take new
diver cards. Or you can do up

8

to three action out of four option to take other cards: 1. Treasure cards at the Diving Boat,
depending on the color of the
cards you play you must/can
take certain cards from the display. 2. Pub – Take diver cards or
two other cards – treasure, ship
or research; again, you must
play certain diver card combination to draw new diver cards.
3. Ship cards at the Harbor. For

BAD BONES

INVASION OF SKELETONS
Skeletons invading players‘
realms, help will only come from
your own hero or maybe from
the downfall of the neighboring realm, where the skeletons
could settle.
You have your own realm of a
board, carrying a four-level tower and your hero in the middle, a
cemetery board, five house tiles
forming your village to the side
of the board, as well as six trap

8

8

tiles – walls, catapults a dragon
and a treasure.
You play rounds consisting of
phases: 1. Move your hero – one
step in any direction; if he enters
a case with skeletons it it, they
are destroyed, and a hero does
not trigger traps. 3. Move skeleton in an order of your choice,
and always in the direction of
the tip of the skeleton marker,
one step -> if it leaves the board,

ISSUE 525/526 / JAN/FEB 2019

each treasure card you need
one wooden chest symbol on
a ship card at the end of the
game; so, again, you must play
certain diver card combination for a ship of the intended
size. 4. Research card at the Research Station; research cards
give clues to treasure locations
and provide additional victory
points at the end of the game;
again, you need certain color
combinations of diver cards. IN
a turn, you can play maximum
three cards and can distribute
them to several locations, albeit
only for one action per location.
When the Hurricane card appears, you score your research
cards and your treasure cards for
which you have a chest symbol
on ship cards.
Atlantica is a fantastic family
game, the cards implement the
story very nicely, and the dilemma of which action and therefore card combination is actually the most needed or best
one keeps the challenge going!
Don’t forget the ships over the
treasures! þ

INFORMATION

it reappears in the cemetery of a
neighbor or in your own village
where it destroys a house or a
tower level and then goes back
into the bag. New skeletons appear.
Within a phase of the round, all
players play simultaneously. If
the tower or all house tiles in a
player’s village are destroyed,
the other players score for stars
on traps and houses ad tower
levels that are still intact.
In the solo variant, you play with
only one house and one tower
level and lose, when either of
them has been destroyed. In the
extended version, you buy trap
tiles and weapon cards at the
start of the game; in the cooperative version you need to protect the joint capital of houses =
number of players in the middle
of the boards laid out in the
shape of a cross.
A game that is similar to zombie survival games due to the
replenishing of skeletons, but
is far simpler, more streamlined
and easier to win, family-friendly horror, so to say. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

35+

Designer: C. Fiore, K. Happel
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2018
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Collecting, card combinations
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de en fr it hu pl sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice components * Not
much chance despite card
drawing * Dilemma of the
currently best combination
Compares to:
Games needing card combination to
get more cards
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: David Flies
Artist: Oliver Mootoo und Team
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publ.: Sit Down! / Megalopole 2018
www.sitdown-games.com

EVALUATION
Positioning
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Good
components * Streamlined
game flow * Interesting
decisions on details
Compares to:
Fight-Zombies games
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

BANQUET ROYAL / BLEIB COOL! t

BANQUET ROYAL

COMBINE MENUS FOR POINTS
You want to become Royal Cook
and want to impress the Royals with correctly assembled
menus. Stacks for menu cards
of value 1, 2 and 3 are prepared,
markers for dishes and two
toques per player are set out
und each player draws a menu
card from each of the three
stacks. Six out of eight Royal Order tokens for one dish each are
randomly placed on the board,

7

and after a short display time
they are covered up.
As active player you place a
marker for dish or toque, next to
the central area or to a marker already in place. Or you name the
dish of a Royal Order, reveal the
marker, place the dish and take
the Order token if you named
the correct dish. If, with the
newly placed marker, you can
complete a correct sequence

BLEIB COOL!

KEEP YOUR PULSE STABLE!
Stay cool while all others caper
about to make you lose your
cool! A so-called Cool-O-meter
measures the pulse of the active player, and the pulse should
stay as constant as possible during his “turn”. You put the CoolO-Meter on your head – the
sensor lies flat on your forehead,
you sit completely still and the
gimmick searches for your pulse
when you press the button. One

www.gamesjournal.at

of the other players and all of
them select an action. When the
gimmick has found your pulse,
it starts a 30 second timer, and
all other players implement the
action of one of three dice and
try to make you lose control; the
players are not allowed to touch
you, however. Otherwise, they
have a lot of discretion for their
actions; creativity is the motto
of the game, be it for the action

of dishes/toque as depicted on
one of your menu cards, you
display the card for points and
draw a new one from the same
value category; only can only
score one menu card per turn
and must use the newly placed
dish or toque. If you revealed a
Royal Order, this dish can also
be used to score a menu in
this turn. If you did not score a
menu, you may discard a menu
card and draw a card, too. In the
Gourmet version a toque scores
the highest number of adjacent
identical dishes. You also score
the menu card value if you have
the majority of scored menus in
that value category. A wrongly
named Royal Order dish costs
you a completed menu card.
A game that is almost only
chance-driven, you cannot really plan anything and always
face the possibility that by placing the salad next to the burger
to prepare your next menu you
also laid the groundwork of a
scoring opportunity for the next
player. þ

INFORMATION

Be an animal or simply for Act
crazy , the main thing is to make
you lose countenance. If the
alarm sounds on the Cool-OMeter, you as the active player
haves lost your cool and lost
the round. Lighting up of the
gimmick does not represent an
alarm, only the sounding of the
alarm itself.
If, however, the gimmick remains silent during the runtime
of the timer and then gives off
the victory signal, you have kept
your cool and won the round
and also scored a point. When
all players have worn the CoolO-Meter three times, all add up
their scores and you win with
most points; in case of a tie,
there are several winners.
Cute, fun and crazy – we have
seen a lot of gimmicks from Hasbro, but this beats all of them; it
is cool and works astonishingly
well and the targeted age group
has lots of fun with it. All cool
with grunting or gymnastics? þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Alain Rivollet
Artist: Vincent Joubert
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Pub.: Bankiiiz Editions / Blackrock G. 2018
www.bankiiiz.com

EVALUATION
Positioning for patterns
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nearly completely chancedriven * Risk of preparing
scoring opportunities
for the next player * Very
simple game for beginners
Compares to:
Pattern formation games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2+

AGE:

12+

TIME:

30+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 32 Euro
Publisher: Hasbro 2018
www.hasbro.at

EVALUATION
Party
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Fun game idea * Plastic/
battery gimmick * Works
well * (c) Image amazon.de
Compares to:
First game of this kind
Other editions:
Hasbro USA (en)
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PRESENTATION

u BREAKING BAD / CATALYST

BREAKING BAD

DRUG GANGS VS DEA
Crystal Meth = Blue Sky production in Albuquerque’s underworld, based on the TV show
– you are either a criminal or a
DEA agent, always with special
abilities for your individual character. There are four faction to
choose from – three drug gangs
(Heisenberg, Los Pollos Hermanos and Juarez-Kartell) and the
Drug Enforcement Agency. In a
game, there must be minimum

three factions, in case of six to
eight players, both DEA agents
must be in play. You start with
life points, cards in hand and a
starting amount of Blue Sky.
As a criminal you produce and
sell Blue Sky or eliminate your
opponents; as agent you raid/
take over the illegal laboratories or eliminate/arrest criminals. You have two actions or
three per turn, you can do the

CATALYST

CARDS FOR COMBINATIONS
The discovery of a new catalytic
energy has triggered an Age of
Rebirth. Catalysts are able to use
this energy in a network of connections.
At the start, a random goal card
is revealed. Catalyst cards in
relation to the number of players as well as building cards are
prepared, five catalyst cards are
displayed openly.
In turn, you are active player

10

and select one option: 1. Collect
contributions -> you get coins
equal to the cost of the most expensive catalyst card on display.
2. Recruit catalyst -> you pay
the cost for a card on display
and put the card in one of your
empty buildings or separately
if you have no building. 3. Activate catalyst -> rotate the card
and resolve all or some of its effects – actions and bonuses, for
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same one more than once; options are draw or play a card or
use special ability. In addition,
criminals can also start up a lab,
remove a chemist or produce or
sell Blue Sky. Cards have varied
effects and symbols from threat
level to law breaking, from razzia
to skirmish or DEA patrol. If you
lose your last life marker, you are
out of the game and your crystals go to whoever eliminated
you; if a team is out of play, its
laboratory card does not count
towards the winning conditions
for the DEA agents.
A game strictly for adults only,
and of most interest to fans of
the series who not expect too
much from the game as regards
to mechanics; you play cards as
well as you can and have them;
you need a bit of luck in drawing them and can communicate
with your team about everything but showing cards or giving info on cards and you are
not shy about using violence.
Exactly! Gangster series flair! þ

INFORMATION

instance activationg additional
catalysts, recruit additional catalysts, take Military power tokens
for majorities at the end of the
game or construct buildings.
If you activate a catalyst next
to a building, the building provides additional effects – recruit
catalyst, take a chain activation
token or receive coins or Military
power.
Then the Catalyst is transferred
to your scoring stack and you
reduce your coins to eight.
When the game-end condition
for catalyst cards is triggered,
you score catalysts in your stack,
buildings, Military power and
coins.
A very nicely made game about
card combinations – buying of
a catalyst and activating him
must be well considered for optimum use of effects like building colors and icons or a chain
activation token.
Permar Rodaser, by the way, is a
sobriquet for the designer team
of Per Abrahamsson with Martino Chiacchiera, Roberto Corbelli, David Fröjmark, and Sergio
Roscini. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

18+

TIME:

120+

Designer: T. Rofidal, A. Morfan
Artist: D. Ardila, L. E. Sanchez
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Pub.: Edge Entertainment / Asmodee 2018
www.asmodee.com

EVALUATION
Faction winning via money
or elimination
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it pt
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Problematic topic * For
adults only * Based on the
TV series * Card driven * (c)
Image lastdomovoi (BGG)
Compares to:
Games with faction elimination or
winning first
Other editions:
Edge Entertainment (en es fr), Galapagos Jogos (pt), Pendragon Game
Studio (it)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

40+

Designer: Permar Rodaser
Artist: Yann Tisseron
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: dV Giochi 2018
www.dvgiochi.com

EVALUATION
Card management, set
collecting
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Beautiful design * Simple,
efficient rules * Very balanced, yet offering varying
strategies
Compares to:
Glory of Rome and other games on
card combination effects
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

CONCORDIA VENUS / COOL RUNNINGS t

CONCORDIA VENUS

FROM ROME TO HELLAS AND CYPRUS
Concordia Venus is available in
two versions – on the one hand,
as an expansion for Concordia,
featuring the maps for Ionium/
Hellas; you need the basic game
to play and the expansions
comes with the new components only. The other version is
a complete, stand-alone game,
featuring maps for Hellas, Imperium und Cyprus and all the
necessary components. Both

versions can be played by 2 to
5 individual players or by four or
six players in teams of two players,.
You play one of your character
card; the Tribune, for instance,
allows you to take back all your
cards in hand; in team play, your
partner then also resolves the
action of the card you played.
This forces you to consider your
partner’s options. Partners may

COOL RUNNINGS

WHICH ICE CUBE MELTS WHEN?
Real ice cubes for playing pieces! This announcement on the
game box makes one curious
and one suspects that speed
might be a feature in the game.
Yes, it is, it is a race to the finish
and a question of whose ice
cube melts when?
You use eight blue plastic cups
to make the ice cubes. To play,
each player takes a cap in one
of four colors, puts an ice cube

www.gamesjournal.at
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from a cup into his cap and combines cup and cap into a playing
piece with the cap on top. With
five board parts and a finish part
you lay out a race track, and you
begin with four cards in hand.
The active player plays a card
from hand for movement and
moves any cup+cap piece forward or backwards accordingly.
Or, alternatively, he can use the
card for one of seven types of

hand over money between
them and there is, for instance,
a double card Architect/Mercator – if, for instance, your partner
cannot make use of the Architect move, he can use the Mercator action instead. With another card you can ask you partner to play a certain card – the
active player takes the cards of
this partner and suggests a card
to him for playing by putting it
on top of the stack; the partner
than can play the card but need
not do so. If someone bought
the last character on display or
has built all 15 houses, you score
all gods on your own character
cards at the end of the round.
Venus as goddess provides one
victory point for each province
in which both partners are present with at least one house.
The changes seem to be only a
few, but they result in a substantially different game due to the
consideration of partners and
possibilities from playing order
between partners. þ

INFORMATION

attacks against another player
– drip water on his cube, rub it,
breathe on it or take it in your
fist while the opponent counts
“One ice cube ... ten ice cubes”
for the duration of the attack;
or you hide the cube in one fist
and your opponent must guess
which one, or you put a pinch
of salt on the cube or tip it into
water to be fished out with the
cap. The attack can be deflected
to yet another player by playing
an identical card; if you cannot
deflect, you must resolve the attack. Special cases on the track
cause movement, a non-deflectable attack or protect from
an attack. If your cube is completely gone, you are out of the
game; the first on at the finish or
the last one in play wins.
A crazy game idea, cute, witty
and causing surprisingly little
damage; the attacks are fun,
and you vie less for reaching the
finish then for keeping your ice
cube frozen. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

12+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Mac Gerdts
Artist: M. Fahrenbach, D. Mayer
Price: ca. 35/65 Euro
Publisher: PD-Verlag 2018
www.pd-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Development
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Two versions * Few, but
fundamental changes *
New elements offer more
options and new tactic * (c)
Image Darador (BGG)
Compares to:
Concordia and all its expansions
Other editions:
Rio Grande Games (en)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Olivier Mahy
Artist: Lusipa Salmon
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Race game, ice cubes
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute, funny idea * Despite
ice and water not much
flooding * Keep a towel
handy, all the same * Fun
attack mechanisms
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u CURLI KULLER / DAS MAß ALLER DINGE

CURLI KULLER

SNAILS EAT SALAD

Farmer Bertram wants to protect the salad seedlings he has
planted and has put up a scarecrow, which unfortunately does
not help against snails which
come and want to eat the tasty
little seedlings.
The game area is set up using
eight fence pieces, in each side
you leave entrance gaps; all in
all, the fenced-in area should
roughly equal 4x the box size.

4
The scarecrow goes in the middle, arms pointing at entrances,
and the seedling pieces are
placed around it, evenly distributed and accessible from all
sides; each player chooses a side
of the area, sits in front of it and
selects a colored salad marker.
In your turn you take the ramp
and roller snail Curli Kuller and
let it roll down the ramp into
the area through the entrance

DAS MASS ALLER DINGE

VOLUMES, WEIGHTS, SIZES...
For how long do you have to
let your hair grow to arrive at a
length of 2 meters? How many
African Elephants total the
weight of the probably heaviest
dinosaur that might have lived?
300 cards in this game pose that
kind of weird questions; the
answer is always an exact value
with a given range on the board
which is called “Maß aller Dinge”.
Each player has a measuring

12

tape of 20 cm length and three
estimation strips of varying
length, the longer the lower its
value in scoring centimeters. A
question is posed, and the number range is mentioned – in case
of the hair growth the “Maß aller
Dinge” corresponds to a range
of 0 to 20 years. You now put
one of your estimation strips on
the “Maß aller Dinge” in the section where you suppose the cor-
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on your side of the area, you can
also give it a good push. Curli
Culler must always come from
outside the area fencing and
should topple as many plants
in your own color as possible.
Seedlings in your own color you
take, seedlings in other colors
go to the owners of those colors.
When the scarecrow tumbles
down, nobody can get seedlings, all fallen pieces are set up
again. If the scarecrow is only
shifted, you take fallen seedlings
out. You always use all seedlings
for the game, regardless of player numbers. Fallen seedling of
other colors than player colors
are taken by the active player.
Whoever is first to collect eight
seedlings of his - or colors when
two or three are playing - wins.
Curli Kuller is fun to player, seedlings, fence and scarecrow are
very pretty, simple and functional, and only the very courageous dare to use the scarecrow
for a side fence repulsion. þ

INFORMATION

rect answer to be, also partially
or completely on top of other
strips – the shorter the strip you
choose the bigger the risk to
miss out. Then the card is turned
over and aligned with its picture
strip on top of the picture strip
on “Maß aller Dinge” – if then
the white arrow on the card
points to your estimation strip,
you have covered the correct
answer and score the number
of centimeters, 2, 3 or 5 cm, according to the number of lines
of your strip, which you mark on
your measuring tape. If you are
first to mart 15 cm on your tape,
you win.
A worthy successor to Pi mal
Daumen! Maß aller Dinge, however, has a much more sophisticated and at the same time very
simple solution and scoring
system coupled with an unusually pretty and very functional
design, besides the selection of
really crazy and cute questions!
And, by the way, it takes your
hair two years to grow two meters. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

4+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Marco Teubner
Artist: Anne Pätzke
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic, fits the mechanism nicely * Very attractive
components * Well-structured and illustrated rules
* Revised new edition 1st
Edition Selecta 2008
Compares to:
Beppo Bock and other games with
target + hit mechanism
Other editions:
Matagot (fr), earlier at Selecta (2008)

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

14+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Steinwender, Puhl
Artist: Game Factory
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Game Factory 2018
www.gamefactory-spiele.com

EVALUATION
Estimate number values
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Attractive, functional
components * Simple and
yet sophisticated scoring
* Excellent selection of
questions
Compares to:
Pi mal Daumen and other number
estimation games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

DAS QUIZ DER ERDE / DAS VERFLUCHTE PIRATENGOLD t

DAS QUIZ DER ERDE

FACTS AND QUESTIONS
Cards provide questions in seven categories – Unser Planet, Die
Kontinente, Ozeane und Meere,
Erdenbürger, Tiere und Pflanzen,
Die Erde, die Umwelt und wir
sowie Verblüffende Geschichten – for answers by the active
player – SOLO – or the fastest
player – CHANCE, and also provide three answer options and
a page number for the book of
solutions.

8

At the start, all players draw
one card per category. In your
turn, you take one of your cards,
and announce if it is a SOLO or
CHANCE card. In accordance
with this, either only you yourself or the fastest player answers.
Another player checks the answer. Is it correct, whatever player answered keeps the openfaced card in his “Jackpot” for
points at the end of the game.

DAS VERFLUCHTE PIRATENGOLD

BLACK COINS CARRY BLACKBEARD‘S
CURSE
On Black Island, players as adventurers have found Captain
Blackbeard’s treasure and want
to split it. Among the gold coins
there are also black coins; they
are cursed and summon Captain Blackbeard and his ship.
The board is prepared; treasure
chest cards and parrot cards are
set out. The pirate ship is with
a player and marks the starting player. Beginning with the

www.gamesjournal.at
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starting player, players in turn
have one dip into the bag to
draw out as many coins as they
want. If you drew gold coins,
you put them in your slit in the
board into your chest. However,
if one or more black coin are
among your draw, you put one
black coin on the island spaces
on the board and all the other
black and gold coins go back
into the bag. When the last slot

If the answer is wrong, whoever
answered draws a card from the
same category and the used
card goes into the “Trash Can”.
When several players answer
correctly, the card is not handed
out, but also trashed. If there are
several wrong answers, all players who gave a wrong answer
draw a card of that category.
If someone is out of cards, the
game ends and all players add
up the points for their Jackpot
cards – 1 point for SOLO and 2
points for CHANCE cards; if then
the player who was out of cards
and ended the game also has
most points, he wins immediately. Otherwise, he alone may
answer all cards still face-down
in front of a player of his choice,
score points for correct answers;
then score totals are compared
again and the winner is whoever has most points.
A standard mechanism in amazingly beautiful implementation;
the determination of the winner
uses a new, unusual and very attractive mechanism. þ

INFORMATION

for a black coin on the island is
filled, the round ends and all
count their coins in the chest
cases beneath the board; whoever has fewest coins, draws
two parrot cards. Then all players receive treasure chest cards
in relation to their coin total including those depicted on parrot cards, up to a maximum of
four treasure chest cards. Then
the ship is passed to the next
player, and a new round begins.
After as many rounds as there
a players, each one was starting player once, and the ship
has rounded the island, so to
say, you win with most treasure
cards depicting treasure chests
filled with gold. In case of a draw
you win with the highest total of
all treasure chest cards.
A game driven only by chance;
parrot cards provide a bit of
compensation for bad luck in
your draws from the bag, and
then you can only hope to be
drawing only gold-filled treasure chest cards. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Géraldine Maincent
Artist: Loïc Méhée
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: moses. Verlag 2019
www.moses-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Quiz
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Beautiful and functional
components * Booklet with
solutions and rules * Good
selection of questions
Compares to:
Quiz games with answer
options
Other editions:
Larousse (fr)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Pau Moré
Artist: Timo Grubing
Price: ca. 15 min
Publisher: Haba 2018
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Collecting
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Multiple chance mechanisms * Little to no tactics *
Very attractive components
Compares to:
All chance-driven collecting games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u DIE KLEINE HEXE / DOWNFORCE

DIE KLEINE HEXE

DAS VERDREHTE MEMOSPIEL
Little Witch wants to dance with
the other witches on Blocksberg
and believes that she must do
good deeds to achieve this. But,
unfortunately, good deeds are
not the trait of a good witch,
so players must help the Little
Witch to do her good deeds and
master the Witch’s Test after all
without being caught by Aunt
Rumpumpel.
The game unit is assembled

5

and the board on top of the unit
is equipped with open-faced
good deed tokens which are
turned over after a period of
memorizing them. Each player
begins as companion of Little
Witch at the witch’s cottage on
his board. In your turn, you try
to uncover the good deed that
is depicted on the current case
in front of your witch token on
your board. Your left neighbor

DOWNFORCE

RACING AND BETTING TO WIN
Race and bet on the outcome
and win as the richest player!
48 speed cards are distributed
evenly, they show varying numbers of car colors with numbers.
One randomly revealed special
speed card out of six and one
of six randomly revealed special ability cards are auctioned
together; you bid with speed
cards in hand – the card owing
the highest value for the car col-

14

8

or on offer wins the bid; the winner makes a note of the price =
number next to the car color,
and all take back their card. At
the end of the auction, each
player must have minimum one
car.
The active player plays a speed
card; all cars of the colors on
the card – white is a joker – are
moved in the depicted order
by the number of cases for that
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rotates Little Witch, either on
top of the pole, or using the
spinner wheel at the bottom of
the unit. You as active player try
to stop Little Witch, flying above
the board, exactly over the token that you believe shows the
good deed you want, and then
reveal the token beneath Little
Witch. If you have found the correct good deed, you advance
your witch token on your board
by one step. If you uncovered
a wrong good deed, all players
whose next case on their board
shows the good deed that you
revealed, may advance. When
Aunt Rumpumpel was revealed,
she switches places with a good
deed. If you arrive at the Witch’s
Test case on your board, you left
neighbor names a good deed.
If you manage to reveal it, you
win.
Kai Haferkamp has what it takes!
Again, he has created a marvelous game around a character
from Otfried Preußler’s books,
using a wonderful mix of unusual components and simple
mechanisms! A game to thoroughly enjoy! þ

INFORMATION

color; the full number of cases,
straight or diagonally ahead;
changing lanes is allowed and
you may shorten the move by
moving the car into a blocked
position. Whenever the first
card passes over one of the
three betting lines across the
track, players can make bids on
the arrival at the finish. When a
car passes the finish line, it goes
to the corresponding case next
to the track. When all cars of a
player have passed the finish, he
does not play anymore. At the
end of the race you win with the
highest total from car positions
and won bets minus price for
auctions that you won.
Includes a simpler version without bets, a game for two, a suggestion for a long distance race
or a tournament using both
tracks on the double-sided
board.
Still one of the best race games
ever! The new details introduce
more tactics and are assets for
that classic game which should
be part of every game shelf. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Kai Haferkamp
Artist: F. GmbH, S. Kondirolli
Price: ca. 27 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2018
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Memory, literature
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Amazing components *
Attractive mechanisms *
Trains hand-eye coordination and memory * Adaptation of Die Kleine Hexe,
Kosmos, 2007
Compares to:
Memo games with dexterity feature
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Wolfgang Kramer
Artist: Taylor, Coburn, Crampton
Price: ca. 33 Euro
Publisher: Iello 2018
www.iello.com

EVALUATION
Race, bets, auction
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cz de en fr hu it kr
pl pt th
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Revised edition of Top
Race * Special abilities for
cars * Two tracks * Revised
by Rob Daviau, Justin D.
Jacobson
Compares to:
Top Race, Royal Turf and other carddriven race games
Other editions:
2 Pionki /Portal (pl), Happy Baobab
(kr), Iello (en fr), Mancalamaro (it),
Mebo (pt), Mindok (cz), Reflexshop
(hu), Restoration Games (en), Siam
Board Games (th)

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

EXIT KIDS / FAMILY TRADE t

EXIT KIDS

CODE BREAKER

After the success of the EXIT Das
Spiel series for older or adult
players, the series branches of
to an Escape game for children,
EXIT Kids Code Breaker. Again,
the story is that you are in a
room that is sealed with an electronic lock. Players need cooperate to find the code that opens
the lock.
The game features 20 doublesided clue tiles that are spread

7
on the table or around the
room, plus 30 puzzle cards. Players select either the Timer mode
with a time limit of five minutes
to find the code – wrong solutions cost you 30 seconds – or
the Chrono mode which simply
counts the time you need for the
solutions. Equipment for players
features a blacklight lamp, a mirror foil and a red filter.
A card is drawn and provides

FAMILY TRADE

SWAPPING FOR SETS

Three sets of rules for three
game modes to acquire sets of
three identical cards, product
values are dice-determined.
Market Making: The dealer rolls
dice for product values and puts
chips into the market; between
rounds he can roll again for the
market or keep the previous
market. You hold eight product
cards, and in your turn you draw
one and discard one. If you lack

www.gamesjournal.at

6
only one card for three sets, you
announce this, put your cards
down face-down, cannot exchange them anymore and can
take at any time a discarded
card to complete your sets, even
outside your turn. You then receive/pay money according to
market value and origin of the
last card and can re-roll one
product value before payment.
Three identical sets are always

a puzzle in one of ten varieties
and one of four levels, in one of
nine topics. The card is put into
the lock and activates it for this
puzzle. Then the card is taken
out and read – you always look
for a number code. The card
features three clues for a color,
an item or a type of food; those
solutions can be found on the
clue tiles which are color-coded
– rainbow for colors, orange for
an item and blue for food – and
show you a number, usually assisted by lamp, mirror and filter
as part of the code. If the code
is correctly entered, the lock
opens. and all have won. The
rules offer information on the
various puzzle types and also
hold a table of all solutions.
You need knowledge as well
as creativeness, accuracy and
memory, you must be quick and
have a good vocabulary – all in
all, a well-working variation of
the EXIT principle for children,
and also a good family game. þ

INFORMATION

worth 600.000; a wrongly announced end of the round costs
100.000 penalty. After a round,
the dealer changes, unless he
ended the round; if he does that
again, his result is doublet, and
so on, up to a maximum tenfold
value for being dealer ten times.
If everyone has been dealer
twice, the game ends and you
win with most money.
God of the market: This version
is played like; you roll, however,
dice again for all three sets before payment.
Battle Royale Market: Is also
played like Market Making; you
only need to collect one Set and
begin without money. If you
have a set, you roll for its value;
cards used by all players go
out of play. When the stack has
been used up or when the bank
runs out of money, you win with
most money.
Set collecting with interesting
details like change of dealer or
the option to change the value
of a set, albeit risking a change
for the worse. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

15+

Designer: not named
Artist: Comicon, Sensit, F. Tuning
Price: ca. 33 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2018
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
escape, decoding
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Very nice EXIT variant * Also
good for families * Wellchosen mix of puzzles
Compares to:
Puzzles for code parts,
Escape Room games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Kawaguchi, Hirayama
Artist: Uco Nomura
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Pub.: Librage Co. / Japon Brand 2018
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: jp
Rules: de en fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Game graphics in Japanese,
Rules in other languages *
Can be played by children
on their own * Interesting
rules for dealer and product set values * (c) Image
lindenden (BGG)
Compares to:
Set collecting with variable set values
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u FESTO! / FOPPEN

FESTO!

HALFLINGS CELEBRATE AUTUMN!
Festo time in the realm of Gloutama! Halflings celebrate the
beginning of autumn and collect ingredients for their special
Festo recipes.
Each of the characters on the
market – Troll for meat, Pixies
for honey, Orc for spices, Magician for mussels, Elf for fruits and
Dwarf for potatoes – receives 14
of his commodities for his stock.
Dishes are displayed and every

player has his board, six helpers and two special discs. In the
Preparation Phase of a round,
the markets, the Grocery Store
and the Dishes Area are replenished, but never for roasts or
main courses. The top event is
revealed for the round.
In the Shopping Phase, three
dice are rolled for Morning, the
characters showing the resulting dice values are now unavail-

FOPPEN

TAKE TRICKS TO SHED CARDS!
A trick-taking game, but not
with the goal of taking most
tricks, but to be the first player in
a round to be rid of all cards, because remaining cards in hand
are penalty points.
88 cards comprise 82 cards in
four colors and six „1“ cards; depending on the number of players you use varying numbers of
cards and one or two Fool discs.
You are dealt twelve cards –

16

8

eleven with eight players.
In a round, you play tricks following color suits, but without
mandatory tricking, and there
is no trump. If you cannot follow
suit, you discard any card to the
trick. The highest card in the color that was led wins the trick. If
you played the worst card in the
trick, you are „fooled“, take a Fool
disc and have to pass your turn
in the next trick, cannot play a

ISSUE 525/526 / JAN/FEB 2019

able. Then you can set any number of your helpers on available
characters and the Grocery
Store. Rolling dice, closing character markets and placing helpers is repeated for Afternoon,
now you must place all your
remaining helpers, if any. In the
Action Phase, you evaluate character markets and Grocery Store
from left to right, in descending
orders of your helper numbers
at the location you take ingredients and/or use special traits
of of characters. In the Cooking
Phase, you take turns to cook a
dish by discarding ingredients,
one per turn, or pass. When all
players have passed, the round
ends. After four rounds you sum
your points for dishes, remaining ingredients and collected VP
tokens.
The game offers a good mix of
luck from the dice and tactic
from the character traits; basically, a recommendable family
game; the not concisely formulated rules, however, demand
gaming experience and inhouse decision on rules. þ

INFORMATION

card, that is. When all followed
suit, the lowest card played in
this color is the worst one, otherwise the lowest card of all the
discarded colors. If there is tie in
those, the last card of those that
was played is the worst one. In
a game of eight, the two lowest
cards are „fooled“. “1” cards are
jokers for any color but need not
be played to follow suit. If one or
several players are out of cards,
all players score remaining cards
and “1”s for penalty points. Being out of cards scores +10,
albeit only if you do not have a
disc. If someone goes t0 -80 or
below or has collected +10 six
times, you win with most points
or fewest negative points.
In the new edition, player numbers are 4-8 instead of 3-6 and
the bidding variant was deleted;
the game is a cute trick-taking
version with an unusual scoring
and a nice mix of luck and tactic; a quickly played, nice filler
game.. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Arve D. Fühler
Artist: Michel Verdu
Price: ca. 33 Euro
Publisher: Game Brewer 2018
www.gamebrewer.com

EVALUATION
Worker placement, collect
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice game with a nice
topic * Rules not very clear
in some points * Gaming
expertise necessary for
rules interpretation
Compares to:
Worker placement based on dice
results
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

4-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Friedemann Friese
Artist: Harald Lieske
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: 2F-Spiele 2018
www.2f-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Trick-taking
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr jp kr
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition, 1st edition
1995 * Cute version * Plays
quickly * Nice filler game
Compares to:
Foppen, trick-taking games
to shed cards
Other editions:
Arclight (jp), Edge Entertainment (es
fr), Mandoo Games (kr), Stronghold
Games (en), Swan Panasia (cn)

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

FORBIDDEN SKY / FRANCHISE t

FORBIDDEN SKY

HEIGHT OF DANGER

A raging storm destroys the last
glider; to get off the research
station, the crew must build and
close an emergency energy circuit for the supply rocket and all
crew members must be on the
starting platform, before the
rocket takes off automatically
when the circuit is closed.
As a crew member with a
unique special ability, you have
four action options in a turn,

10
the same one more than once
is possible. 1. Move crew member. Two crew members on the
same case can swap equipment
any time. 2. Explore – reveal and
take a tile, up to maximum three
in your display. 3. Discover –
put your tile next to your crew
pawn, thereby continuing connections; maybe place component or lightning rod. 4. Place or
remove conduit part, starting at

FRANCHISE

FROM BRANCH TO CHAIN
You want to expand your franchise by a network of branches.
In ten regions there are small
towns and cities, connected by
tracks of varying costs. 25 city
tiles are distributed on their respective city cases. At the start,
every player puts one branch
into a still empty small town,
then all players take their starting income.
Players are active in turn and re-

www.gamesjournal.at

solve a turn of five phases: 1. Receive income according to free
spots in cities with one of your
branches. 2. Expand once – you
put an expansion marker into a
free small town or on a free slot
in a city in which you are not yet
present. The city or small town
must be directly connected to
a small town or city where you
already have a branch. 3. Set
up additional branches in cit-

your crew pawn.
Then you draw weather cards
according to wind strength;
crew members can be affected
– if a marker for health, rope or
wind rives at the skull symbol
or the circuit is closed before all
crew is on the starting platform,
the game is lost.
A spectacular and attractive
game including light and sound
effects when the rocket takes
off! The danger elements of
storm and lightning have been
implemented very nicely, too.
One wrong move, however, can
cause loss of the game, therefore you need to plan very carefully together, as, for instance,
conduits that are placed attract
lightning and this can cause
lightning to strike and damage
players, as the impulse runs
along conduits and lightning
rods. Not for beginners, but a
fantastic game for families with
some gaming experience and,
in levels Elite or Legendary, also
for avid gamers. A very wellmade felicitous new addition to
the Forbidden series. þ

INFORMATION

ies where you already have a
branch; each additional branch
costs 1$ and is put into the
center of the respective city. 4.
Open a branch – you replace an
expansion marker with a branch
or move a branch from the city
center to a free slot. A city is
scored when either all slots are
taken or if you hold the absolute
majority of branches in the city.
5. Region scoring – you score a
region for majority of branches
when there are branches in all
small towns and all cities in the
region have been scored; the
region marker is advanced, and
you receive influence if you triggered the scoring. When the
region marker reaches the red
part of the track, the game ends
and additional influence points
are scored.
Sophisticated, elegant multiple
dilemma game with tight money and without any element of
luck – fewer branches give more
income, if you score a city you
only keep one branch in it for
the scoring of the region. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Matt Leacock
Artist: C. B. Canga, Anne Pätzke
Price: ca. 32 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Cooperative, placement
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr hu nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Most difficult game so far in
the series * Lots of planning
necessary * Success often
only after a few games *
Very attractive components
Compares to:
Forbidden Island, Forbidden Desert
Other editions:
Gamewright (en fr), Reflexshop (hu),
White Goblin Games (nl)

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

14+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Christwart Conrad
Artist: Ian O’Toole
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Queen Games 2018
www.queen-games.com

EVALUATION
Area control, majorities
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition of Pfeffersäcke,
Goldsieber, 1998
Compares to:
Pfeffersäcke
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u FUJI / HAND CIRCUS

FUJI

OUTRUN THE LAVA STREAM
Adventurers are trying to outrun the lava flow from mount
Fuji. At the start you draw or
elect a a character card and select a skill card. Then you receive
equipment cards in relation to
your skill, plus dice, pawn, destination marker, stamina tracker
and a screen, all in your color.
Then the landscape is laid out
according to the selected scenario and the difficulty level

card is laid out.
All players cooperate to beat the
game and need to reach a village card; if not, the game is lost
for all. Player markers move by
comparison of dice results with
those of their neighbors.
A marker can move orthogonally up to three empty or occupied tiles but not across lava,
rubble and the volcano. Each
case shows a condition of dice

HAND CIRCUS

ONE HAND, ONE ELEPHANT AND ...
Circus acts - performed with one
hand a few playing pieces! 60
cards show a hand – the thumb
is marked in red - and playing
pieces that are arranged under
fingers, between fingers, on top
of the hand and so on, and all
that in three levels of difficulty.
Each player has three wooden
discs in red, green and yellow,
one stick, one elephant one tiger and one hand, all wooden,

18

7

too and able to stand on their
own.
3-2-1 spectator pieces for 4-32 players are set out and cards
are stacked face-down. A card
is turned up and all players use
their hands and their playing
pieces to implement the depicted circus act; for the completed act you need only one
hand, each player can choose
which one he uses. When you

ISSUE 525/526 / JAN/FEB 2019

color and value to enter it, for
instance yellow dice and results
of 4. If you want to enter a case,
you must – counting only those
dice in your roll result – achieve
a higher total then your left and
right neighbor using those results.
For a round, all roll their dice
behind their screen. Then all
discuss movement option but
are not allowed to name result
values or averages and can use
equipment. Then dice can be
rerolled, not at all and up to
two times, depending on the
number of steps you want to
take. Then markers are moved,
maybe with loss of stamina, and
then lava advances. When one
adventurer is overtaken by lava
or runs out of stamina, all have
lost together.
Fuji lifts the cooperative element in a game to a new level;
dice are important, but what
players achieve with the results
– without being allowed to give
precise information – demands
creativity, logic and even intuition. For me, a sensational
game! þ

INFORMATION

are done, you take a spectator
piece. When all spectator pieces
are taken you check all acts for
correct representation. Who
made a mistake must give back
the spectator, and then all players without a spectator piece
can do the act again, and so on.
When all spectators have been
taken for correct acts, the player
without a spectator is given a
blue disc and a new card is revealed. If you have accumulated
4-5-6 discs in case of 4-3-2 players, you are out of the game; the
last one in play wins.
Unusual and great fun! A race for
correctly stacked or squeezedin animals or discs or for a stick
across animals in front of a finger – and don’t forget to check
for correct alignment! Fortunately, the thumb is marked,
because you cannot rotate the
card. Uuups, spectator taken
and then you dropped the hat?
So, hand back the spectator and
try again and hope that you will
be faster than your opponent
who did not get a spectator at
the first try! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Artist: Weberson Santiago
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Publisher: Feuerland Spiele 2018
www.feuerland-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Dice, cooperation, communication
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Innovative mix of mechanisms * Challenging form
of cooperation * Logic and
intuition necessary
Compares to:
Cooperative games without precise
information
Other editions:
Cranio Creations (it), Lacerta (pl),
Maldito (es)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

15+

Designer: J. Oh, J. Lee
Artist: Sulea Lee
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Pub.: Gemblo / HugMomHugin 2018
www.boardgamez.co.kr

EVALUATION
Dexterity
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en kr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute idea * Final result
must use one hand only *
Different levels of difficulty
Compares to:
First game of its kind, stacking games with templates
in general
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at
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HEXROLLER / HOCHVERRAT t

HEXROLLER

3, 4, 5, 6, 7 SCORES 7 POINTS
Rolling dice to fill areas, using
dice results from 3 to 8 on eight
dice in four colors on a sheet.
Players decide if they want to
play on the front side or the back
side of the sheet. If the front side
is selected, you roll all eight dice
for a round and sort them by
resulting numbers. Each player
selects two numbers – every die
can be selected by any player
– and enters them into the re-

8

cording cases on the sheet, one
in the top row, the other in the
bottom row. Then you enter
those numbers into the board
area, but as often as they have
been rolled, beginning next to
a pre-printed or earlier entered
number, and in a way that all
new numbers form a continuing
line. If you cannot manage that,
you cannot select the respective
number. Dice colors are disre-

HOCHVERRAT

SIX JURORS FOR A VERDICT
Trial of Louis Riel after the revolt
against the conservative Canadian government due to religious and ethnic conflicts over
treaties between indigenous
tribes and government in the
western Canadian territories. To
win, the prosecution must collect enough evidence, the defense must collect proof of the
defendant’s insanity; both represented by points on evidence

www.gamesjournal.at

tracks; the prosecution must top
100, points, the defense must
keep the score below 100.
Five phases correspond to five
trial stages. 1. Selection of jury
members – you play cards for
the events they provide; prosecution and defense try to win
support – English-speaking
and protestant versus Frenchspeaking and catholic. The main
traits of the jurors are indicators

garded. If you use – only one in
a round – one of three bonuses,
you cross it off.
When seven rounds have been
played and all recording cases
are filled, you score for unused
bonuses as well as for completely filled areas – outer areas are
worth the number that is present most often within the area,
inner areas are worth double
that number. For pairs of preprinted numbers connected by
entered numbers you score the
value of the number and for
straights in the upper and lower
recording case rows you score
the highest value in the straight
(unsorted, presence of the number is enough).
When the backside of the sheet
is used, you play only six rounds
and roll seven dice.
Sounds easy and simple, which
it is as regards to rules, but you
need some tactics – what is
worth more? The complete
straight in the recording cases or
the filled area, especially with an
eye on options in later moves.
Very attractive puzzling! þ

INFORMATION

for how they will most probably
vote. At the end of the phase,
the number of jurors is reduced
to six. 2. + 3. Main Trial Part I and
Main Trial Part II: You play cards
for using their action points
or for trial events; after the
phases, you set aside the two
last cards in hand. Events can
relate to questioning witnesses,
for instance, or presentation of
evidence. Jurors can also be influenced directly. 4. Final pleas
– you use previously set aside
cards for action points or plea
event. 5. Conferring of jurors
and verdicts with evaluation of
evidence tracks.
In the „What if?“ variant, the allies of Louis Riel, who did escape, are also standing trial.
A highly interesting game featuring challenging mechanisms
using majorities, incomplete
information and unexpected
turn-abouts, all this using a
topic that is ideally suited for a
game for two players, offering
an incredibly well made simulation of a jury trial. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Rustan Håkansson
Artist: Christian Fiore
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Pub.: Frosted Games / Pegasus 2019
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Dice, result placement for
areas
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es
In-game text: no
Comments:
Concise rules * Lots of
tactic from various scoring
options * High replay value
Compares to:
Yay! And other games with
use of dice results in adjacent cases
Other editions:
Renegade Game Studios (en), Arrakis
Games (es)

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

12+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Alex Berry
Artist: Tim Allen, atelier198
Price: ca. 36 Euro
Publisher: Frosted Games 2018
www.frostedgames.de

EVALUATION
Trial, simulation,
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Asymmetrical but nicely
balanced simulation * Challenging mechanisms * Card
studying necessary
Compares to:
Schinderhannes for trial
topic, otherwise asymmetrical card
games
Other editions:
Victory Point Games (en)
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u HOW TO ROB A BANK / JUNGLE RACE

HOW TO ROB A BANK

BANK VS ROBBERS

A duel between one bank player and one to three robbers for
money bags – the team of robbers must steal money bags to
win, the bank player must prevent the theft.
Each robber uses one pawn, the
bank player uses two or three
watchmen pawns, in relation
to the number of players. In a
game of two and three players,
the robbers win with four stolen

10
money bags, in a game of four
players with five money bags.
The bank and a ring road are set
up; the bank has three levels, so
you play three rounds with varying layouts.
Each of the rounds comprises
three phases – 1. Reveal level
plan and place components
– money bags, robbers, watchmen, alarm and getaway car;
floor plan tiles cannot be rotat-

JUNGLE RACE

OVERTAKING, OVERTAKING ....
Car race in the jungle – five animal hold a race! Five track cards
are laid out in given sequence.
At the beginning, you place
one animal randomly next to
each track card. 50 pilot/animal
cards are stacked face down and
every player draws seven cards
from the stack. In a round, you
have one move in turn and play
one card openly on the table;
the pilot depicted on the card

20

6

switches places with the pilot
immediately in front of him; if,
however, you play a card for
the pilot in the lead, he goes to
last position and all other pilots
move up by one position. If you
pass your turn, you are out of
play for the round and put your
remaining cards face-down. If
nobody can play anymore, you
take all your cards – face-up and
face-down ones – and score
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ed for placement, unless cut off
by walls. 2. Planning – First the
bank, then all robbers in turn
play one card at a time openly
for actions in phase 3, robbers
can confer on actions and can
only play cards of their own
color. The bank player can share
out action on several watchmen
– walk, tackle, lock or lock/tackle. Robber action options are
walk, pick up, unlock, pepper
spray, crawl on & sneak through,
pepper spray/pickup, unlock/
pick up. Waiving the action of a
selected card is used to wake up
unconscious watchmen or robbers. There are special rules for
robbers and watchmen in the
same room. Robbers have a free
bonus action – move the car or
throw a money bag into a car
from an adjacent square. Only
money bags in the getaway car
are robbed and count towards
winning.
A quick game with elegant
components; not too complex
due to the open information – a
well-made family version for the
genre of games featuring preprogrammed actions. þ

INFORMATION

them for positions of the respective pilots. All your cards for the
pilot in the lead are worth three
coins each; cards for the pilot in
second place give you two coins
each and every card for the pilot in third place gives you one
coin.
For the next round all pilot cards
are shuffled and you are dealt
seven cards again; the player at
the left of the starting player of
the previous round becomes
the new starting player. After
three such rounds you win with
most coins. If you want, you can
of course play a longer race with
additional rounds.
A nice mechanism for a children’s game which also works
well as a family game, despite
being rather chance-driven. You
can only work with the cards
you are dealt at the start – playing them, however, is better
than passing, unless you would
have to place an animal for
which you had four cards, into
last position.. Counting cards
only helps a bit. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Prospero Hall
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Jumbo 2018
www.jumbo.eu

EVALUATION
Position, collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Action programming
based on open information
* Good introduction to the
genre * Rules layout not
very god * Standard topic
Compares to:
Games using pre-programmed
actions
Other editions:
Big G Creative (en)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Simone Luciani
Artist: Roberto Grasso
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Cranio Creations 2018
www.craniocreations.it

EVALUATION
Race game
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: en it
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition of Frutti
di Mare, Piatnik * Good
mechanism for children
* Nice family game, too *
Topic and mechanism go
well together * (c) Image
elbove (BGG)
Compares to:
Race game with switching places and
movement by cards
Other editions:
Currently none, earlier as Frutti di
Mare (2010)

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

KNOW! / L.A.M.A. t

KNOW!

THE QUIZ THAT’S ALWAYS SPOT ON
kNOW! is taking the genre of
quiz games into the age of
the world wide web for good.
kNOW! can be played with or
without Google Assistant, therefore there are two age limits and
accordingly marked question
cards in all four categories.
The active player is the quiz
master of the round and draws
a card according to the location
of his player pawn on the board

and explains the individual
game. He does not play himself
but selects and poses tasks or
question and maybe solves
them, manages the Assistant
and awards points. For being
quiz master, you advance your
marker by one step. There are
12 individual games: Writing
down suitable answers – Writing down questions that result
in the given answer - Estimat-

L.A.M.A.

SHED ALL NEGATIVE POINTS!
L.A.M.A. – a game about avoiding negative points and about
shedding cards; motto of the
game is the L.A.M.A. motto–
shed all negative points! The
game comprises 56 cards, which
are 8x values 1 to 6 and six Llama cards. Each player is dealt six
cards and one card is laid out to
begin the discard pile.
As the active player you have
three options for your turn. 1.

www.gamesjournal.at
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You discard a card, either of
the same value as the top card
on the discard pile, or a card of
a value +1 of that card; a Llama
can be placed on another Llama
or a of card value Six; on a Llama,
you can place another Llama or
a card of value One. 2. You draw
a card without discarding a card.
3. You pass your turn and leave
the current round; to do so, you
put your remaining cards in

ing of number values, e.g. current temperatures at a location
- Betting on consecutive dice
results - Completing of phrases
- Selecting of one of three answer options - Giving the fastest
answer -Competing for hitting
the buzzer within a time frame
- Repeating tongue twisters Humming of songs that others
must guess -Guessing a term
from two sounds - Completing a
term for the most hits in a search
engine. When a marker reaches
the starting case on the circular
track again, the winner of the
game is the player or team in
the lead at the end of the current individual game.
kNOW! is a fascinating addition
to the genre of quiz games, a
game that always is spot on and
that provides ever-changing
individual games. Six of those
games need the Google Assistant to play, five can be played
with or without it and humming
song is played only without the
Assistant. A deserving winner of
Toy Award 2019 in the category
Teenager & Adults. þ

INFORMATION

hand face-down on the table.
If someone is out of cards or all
players have passed, you score
negative points, represented
by chips, for each card value –
not cards!; e.g. 3 chips for two
cards of value 3 - in your cards
remaining in hand and on the
table, plus -10 for each Llama in
those cards.
If you could discard all cards
you may discard a chip that you
received in earlier rounds, the
value can be 1 or 10. If someone
arrives at 40 or more penalty
points, you win with fewest penalty points.
Well, the basic mechanism of
L.A.M.A. is all but new, but the
implementation is very well
working and the title acronym
from the Llama motto is a cute,
clever detail. L.A.M.A. plays
quickly and the decision to pass
instead of drawing cards introduces tactics into the chancedriven game. Small, elegant, an
ideal game for travels or a filler,
a typical representative of the
Amigo card game range. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

3-6+

AGE:

10+

TIME:

var

Designer: not named
Artist: Kreativbunker
Price: ca. 36 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Quiz
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Needs Google account *
Minimum age 10+ without
use of Google Assistant *
The assistant names the
most frequent answers
on the web * Winner Toy
Award 2019
Compares to:
Quiz games in general, first game
using Google Assistant
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Sommerkamp, Spelger
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2019
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Card shedding
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Witty acronym * Simple
rules * Standard core
mechanism * Nice details
Compares to:
Card games on card
shedding
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u LOST CITIES / MEMOFANT

LOST CITIES

UNTER RIVALEN

A new version of Lost Cities. The
core game mechanic is the same
– you place cards of identical or
higher value at the end of a row
of the same color, in ascending
order; you can leave gaps, but
cannot close them later.
In Lost Cities Rivals you again
lay out routes for expeditions;
this time you use 65 expedition
cards in five colors – two cards
each of values 2-5 and one card

10
each for values 6-10 as well as
three wager cards per color and
ten starting wager cards in five
colors; of those you are given
two of different color at the
start. All expedition and wager
cards are shuffled, and you form
four stacks, 36 coins are evenly
distributed.
The active player reveals the
top card from the draw pile and
puts it on display or begins an

MEMOFANT

WHERE ARE THREE OUT OF FOUR FRUITS?
Who has an elephant’s memory
and remembers the positions of
twelve images, even when they
switch places? Images are numbers - 1, 2, 3 and 4, animals – dolphin, frog, beetle and lion, and
fruits plum, apple, strawberry
and lemon. In each group, images are colored in blue, green,
red and yellow, in the order they
are named here.
The image tiles are randomly

22

7

distributed on cases A to L in
the center of the board and
covered up after 60 seconds
for memorizing them. Players begin with their elephant
marker in one of the corners of
the board and take – depending
on the desired duration of the
game – up to seven life cards.
You roll the die and move your
elephant accordingly on the
round-track with demand cases.

ISSUE 525/526 / JAN/FEB 2019

auction for the display. When
all but one have passed, this
player pays hid bid and can put
any number of cards from the
display into his expeditions and
also take one card out of play,
face-down. Remaining cards
in the display stay for the next
auction and the winner of the
bid adds one card from stack to
the display. The turn passes to
the left neighbor of the winner
of the bid. When the first stack
is empty, coins in the bank are
distributed evenly to all players
and the next stack is used. When
all cards are used, you score expeditions, wager cards – which
can only be placed at the start of
an expedition – double points;
routes comprising four or more
cards give bonuses.
Lost Cities Rivals shifts the game’s
central aspect from forming of
rows by card placement to auctions, in which high bids generate capital for your opponents.
An interesting version, but for
me less elegant than the original. þ

INFORMATION

Then you try to uncover the images demanded on the case you
reached: Either the exact image,
e.g. the blue One, or three out
of four images in a group, e.g.
three fruits. Or you ask a player
to name the image at a certain
letter case or demand of him to
uncover a certain image. Your
you need to name the images
on the letter cases as indicated,
or you need to switch any two
covered images or switch the
images on the given letter cases.
If you make a mistake, you lose
one of your lives and turn the
card over to the red side; if you
lost all lives, you are out of the
game.
Twelve images does not sound
like a lot, but they demand attention; aides-memoires can
help, as long as the banana-colored lemon on case B does not
change its location. A very pretty and cute memo game for all
the family, even with a handicap
option of varying the number of
life cards for memo experts – all
in all, a very felicitous game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Caiveau, Design, Resch
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2018
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Row formation, auction
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Auction has become the
central element * Bets at
the beginning without
information * High bids
generate capital for all
Compares to:
Lost Cities and variants, Traumfabrik
for auction
Other editions:
Lost Cities: Rivals, Kosmos (en)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

35+

Designer: Raymond Haysman
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2019
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Memory, locating
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de fr hu sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
High quality components
* Simple rules * Difficulty
level adjustable by lives
numbers
Compares to:
Memo games with given
items to find
Other editions:
Baffled, Cheapwell Games (en)

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

MEN AT WORK / MINICITY t

MEN AT WORK

BUILDING WITH STEEL GIRDERS
Build according to specifications and be named Worker of
the Month are the goals in this
game. Steel girders in four colors and supports are set out,
instruction cards are stacked.
The starting player positions
three supports on the playing
area and puts one girder of each
color and one worker on. This
starting position is decided by
the starting player only, without

8

specifications. Then the active
player turns up an instruction
card from the stack. This card
and the backside of the card on
top of the stack determine what
must be placed how and where;
for instance, a purple or white
girder must touch two other
colors. You may hold pieces with
one hand only; pieces already in
place can be lifted, touched or
moved with the new piece to

MINICITY

ANTS, SUPPLIES AND STORAGE
Ants transport supplies they collected into the ant hill and store
them in suitable chambers.
The board shows 49 storage
chambers in five colors, connected by corridors and with
room for 1 to 4 food markers
and an unloading zone where
you place the ant.
In the core game, to place the
five ants to begin on marked
unloading zones and give food

www.gamesjournal.at
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markers in four colors to all players; every player puts any seven
of them into the smaller part of
his wooden chest, and the rest
into the big reserve part of the
box. You are dealt four movement cards, and two movement
cards are placed on one or both
of the two ant tracks.
As the active player you resolve
actions: 1. Play a movement
card and place it openly on an

be placed. When building parts
or a helmet fall off and touch
playing area or a worker, the active player must discard a safety
certificate and is out of play, if he
has none left. When the card for
Boss Rita is turned up, from now
on,, the player who achieves the
highest position in the construct
with his newly placed piece,
wins a certificate for Worker of
the Month. You win either as
the last one in play or with the
given number of Worker of the
Month certificates or with the
highest total of Worker of the
Month certificates plus safety
certificates, when all building
parts have been used up.
In der Foreman version you have
two instruction cards for jokers;
in the Crane variant you can use
the crane for support, and in the
Skyscraper variant you build inside the box bottom.
Not really new, but cleverly and
attractively varied; a nice challenge for spatial thinking and
dexterity. þ

INFORMATION

ant track, adjacent to another
card. 2. Move an ant marker, depending on the color of the card
and the number of connected
cards of that color in the track. 3.
If ant has reached an unloading
zone, place food markers in the
unloading zone, in the color of
the storage chamber and only
out of the smaller space in your
wooden box, and maximum as
many as the chamber can take.
4. Play maximum two more
movement cards and repeat
steps 2 and 3. 5. Replenish markers in small part of your box to
seven from your reserve part
of the box and replenish cards
in hand to four. When a track
reaches the river, all cards are
removed, and a new track is begun. If you are first to unload all
your food markers, you win. In
the Freunde variant you score for
unused storage and buy friends
cards for advantages.
Logistics for families, as you can
use any ant for transporting in
this attractive game with a nice
topic, pretty implementation
and simple rules. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Rita Modl
Artist: B. Bittler, C. Quilliams
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Pub.: Pretzel / Plan B / Pegasus 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Build, stack
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Pretty components
* Attractively varied mechanisms * Trains hand-eye
coordination
Compares to:
Junk Art and other stacking
games with specifications
Other editions:
Pretzel Games (en)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

35+

Designer: Mitidieri, Colovini
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 23 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2018
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Transport, placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de fr it hu pl sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice topic * Very nice
graphics * Good mix of
chance and tactics
Compares to:
Simple logistics games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u MONSTER DINER / MONSTER EMPIRE

MONSTER DINER

RESTAURANT CRITIC AND STAR CHEF
Employees are needed at the
Monster Diner! The selection
and number, however, needs
careful planning, because three
cooks without an ice cream vendor are no good, and, furthermore, each monster has other
criteria for scoring.
96 cards for ten employees and
disgruntled guest are stacked;
each player has his own board
with three positions for cards,

8

from where he transfers the
hired employees to the kitchen.
In turn, you draw a card and
place it on your own board or
onto that of another player; on
an opposing board you can only
fill one of the two positions to
the left and right of the middle
one; the middle one is taboo for
placement by other players. On
your own board, too, you fill the
left and right positions before

MONSTER EMPIRE

FIGHT LEGENDARY CREATURES
A race for six different jewels;
as an adventurer or a requester,
you fight monsters together
with other adventurers and collect treasures; the fewer fighters
in a battle the richer the loot!
The board with castle is laid out,
player pawns stand on the castle. In turn, every player selects
one of 16 monsters, puts it into
an empty region on the board
and adds the corresponding

24
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number of face-down, randomly selected treasures which
can be jewels, weapons, horn or
gloves for special actions.
Players are requesters in turn.
The requester secretly selects
a region card and gives up to
three clues for the monster
there, one of them must be true.
Clues must describe aspects or
behavior of a monster without
being unequivocal. Then, the

ISSUE 525/526 / JAN/FEB 2019

filling the middle one. If you put
a card on the middle position,
all three cards on the board go
to the kitchen where they are
sorted by type. When someone
places the last card from the
stack on a board, all employees
on boards are transferred to
their respective kitchens and
sorted, then kitchens are scored.
First, you use sets of one restaurant and one star chef; those
two cards together are jokers
for any other card or allow you
to remove an unwanted card
from your kitchen – some monsters score points according to
their number in the kitchen or
lose you points when you have
too many or score in groups;
the chef only scores if you have
monsters depicted on his card
in your kitchen, etc.
A nice vexing game – you sick
monsters onto others to lose
them points, and uuups, all of a
sudden you have a fourth florist
and either need a fifth or get rid
of the fourth one! Witty set collecting with a vengeance! þ

INFORMATION

other players guess the region
by simultaneously placing their
pawn next to a monster.
If you guessed correctly, you
join the requester in the expedition. When there are enough
treasures for all fighters in the
region, players roll for monster
damage; if you defeat the monster, the loot is shared; or else
the monster steals treasures,
each player must put one treasure into the region.
If, however, there are not
enough treasures in the region
for all players who guessed correctly, the expedition fails and –
if there are monsters left – a new
one is placed, and the corresponding treasures are placed.
If you collected six different jewels, you win instantly.
A very attractive game with
painstakingly designed monster pawns and well-done rules;
the kick is in the clues – you
want enough fighters to defeat
the monster but not too many,
as you want to avoid expedition
failure! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Anna Voinova
Artist: Zaburdaev, Manushakyan
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: HUCH! 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice design * Set collecting
with some vexation * Many
scoring criteria
Compares to:
Other Sest collecting
games
Other editions:
Cosmodrome 2017 (en)

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

40+

Designer: F. Ephraim
Artist: Freaky Design
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Pub.: Freaky Design / Japon Brand 2018
www.freakydesign.com

EVALUATION
Guess, collect
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en jp de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very attractive components
* Good rules with lots of
background story * Needs
cleverly selected clues
Compares to:
Treasure collecting with a
clue/guess component
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

MOUNTAINS / OHANAMI t

MOUNTAINS

PEAK

On mountain hiking tours, you
complete day treks and are rewarded with summit stamps in
your book.
The board for six day hikes is laid
out, day trek cards are sorted
by level of difficulty and every
player receives 3, 4, 6 or 8 equipment cards in case of 5, 4, 3 or
2 players, and also eight blue
favor stones. Yellow favor stones
are worth five blue ones.

8
As active player you turn over a
day trek card in your preferred
level of difficulty and to complete the trek you put down the
cards for the equipment items
depicted on the card, one card
per item. If you are missing one
or several equipment items, you
can borrow them from another
player. You give him a blue favor
stone and ask for the item you
need. If he has this item in hand

OHANAMI

GARDENS FROM NUMBERS
You create gardens by adding
cards to the ends of up to three
rows. 120 cards show number
values of 1 to 120 and images
in four colors – blue, green,
grey and pink for ponds, plants,
garden ornaments and cherry
blossoms. The number values
in a garden row must be in consecutive order, ascending arrangement from bottom to top
is suggested; gaps are possible

www.gamesjournal.at
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but cannot be filled later.
At the start of a round, you are
dealt ten cards; you select two
of them and hand on the rest
to your left neighbor in rounds
I and III and to your right neighbor in round II; selected cards
are added to one or several
rows already begun or begin
new rows, up to a maximum of
three rows. Cards that you cannot use or do not want to use

– he must tell the truth – he
puts it down. He keeps the favor
stone, even if he does not have
the item in hand. You can ask
for items as often as you want,
as long as you can over a favor
stone. If you have the necessary
items on the table from your
hand or thanks to borrowing,
you receive favor stones and a
summit stamp as a reward. The
day trek card goes under its
stack and all players take their
equipment item cards back in
hand. If you decide on a day of
rest and do not draw a day trek
card, you take three blue favor
stones from stock. If you turn up
a Special card, all players have
the option to buy equipment
or summit stamps by discarding
favor stones. When two stacks of
day trek cards level 3-5 are used
up, you win with most summit
stamps.
Very nice! An attractive family
game using memory and a little
bit of bluff; the well-working
borrowing mechanism provides
frustration-free collecting. þ

INFORMATION

are discarded face-down. When
ten cards have been placed, the
round ends and is scored. Garden rows stay in place for the
next round, and you are dealt
ten cards again for the next
round. After round I, blue images score three points each; after
round II, blue images score three
points each and green ones four
points each. After round III, you
score again three points for blue
images, four for green ones and
seven for grey ones as well as
points in relation to their number in your rows for pink cards.
You win with the highest total of
points from the three rounds; in
case of a tie, you win, if you have
most pink cards in your garden
rows.
A beautiful game, a well-made
and well-working game that
is also of interest due to its history – Steffen Benn was allowed
by nsv to develop the game
from the prototype to finished
product alone with the artist
Christian Opperer, without any
editorial assistance from nsv. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Carlo A. Rossi
Artist: Michael Menzel
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2018
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice components * Attractive rule details * Quickly
explained and quickly
played
Compares to:
Set collecting games with
assistance
Other editions:
Haba (es fr nl)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Steffen Benndorf
Artist: Christian Opperer
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: nsv 2019
www.nsv.de

EVALUATION
Draft cards for card
sequences
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cz de en es fr gr it
nl pl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Project Steffen Benndorf,
only with artist, without
nsv editor * Very beautiful
graphics * Nice mechanisms * Cumulative scoring
Compares to:
Card drafting placement for sorted
rows
Other editions:
White Goblin Games (nl), other rules
from nsv
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PRESENTATION

u PICTOMANIA / PIEPMATZ

PICTOMANIA

ELF OR FAIRY?

You do know what a crab looks
like? Can you draw it? No? That
doesn’t matter in Pictomania,,
because it is sufficient to draw
it in a way that the other players
can distinguish your crab from
a turtle! Very good, that fits my
drawing abilities.
First you receive a secret letter
and number. Then three topic
cards from the chosen level of
difficulty are placed into the

8
holder. Now all have a brief look
at those cards so that you know
what might be in the drawings.
Then you look at the number
and letter you were dealt, they
determine what you must draw;
the letter A-C marks the card,
the number 1-7 the term on this
card.
Now all draw simultaneously
and try at the same time to
guess what the others are draw-

PIEPMATZ

LITTE SONGBIRDS

Birds and seeds! You collect
birds and seeds at the bird
feeder, using bird cards out of
72 cards for females and males
in six species and values, and
36 feeder cards comprising 30x
seeds and 3x Crows plus 3x
Squirrels for Bad cards. The feeder has two/three feeding perches for two or three/four players;
underneath you place four seed
cards and one bird card at each

26

8
perch; those birds are feeding
at the perch. You hold four bird
cards, three more are displayed
openly.
As the active player, you play an
open card at a row at a perch
and compare the sum of birds
queueing on the ground with
the value of the bird at the
perch: If the total is higher than
the value of the feeding bird,
you take – for value difference
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ing; if you guess you place one
of your guess cards with the
number of the term on the
player’s stack, which has the
number and letter cards at the
bottom and other player’s guess
cards on top. If you are done
with guessing you take the best
remaining bonus tile.
When the last one is taken, the
guess stack of each player in
turn is turned over and scored
from top to bottom; you give
scoring tiles to those players
who guessed correctly at your
drawing. Then all score points
for all scoring tiles they did receive and bonus tiles, negative
points are scored for your own
scoring tiles you could not give
away. After four such rounds
you win with the highest score.
So far so good, actually very
good and lots of fun! But distinguishing crab from turtle is
only sufficient for the easiest
level, later on you come against
sacrum vs tailbone and it turns
out, it was a dorsal vertebra after
all. þ

INFORMATION

1 to 4 – a seed card from the
row under the feeder, maybe
together with a bad card, or for
values 5+ a card from the deck.
Then you take the feeding bird
for your collection and resolve a
Bad card – a crow chases away
a bird from your collection, the
squirrel steals a seed card. Birds
in the queue advance, the first
in line becomes the feeding
bird. Then you repeat summing
of the birds in the queue, etc.
Whenever the queue total is
smaller than the value of the
feeding bird, you add a card
from your hand to your collection. When the stack of feeding
cards is empty, you score – at
the end of the round – pairs of
male + female birds of the same
variety and the same value,
majorities in varieties and seed
cards.
Behind those enchanting illustrations you find a perfectly
implemented, cut-throat competition with lots of tactics and
little chance, demanding tight
decisions about pairs of birds,
sets of birds or seeds. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Vlaada Chvátil
Artist: Allen, Zaoravolá, Murmak
Price: ca. 20 Euros
Pub.: Czech Games Edition 2018
www.czechgames.com

EVALUATION
Drawing and guessing game
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cz de en it nl pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Revised new edition, 1st
edition 2011 * Dilemma of
looking and guessing or
drawing * Good selection
of terms in several degrees
of difficulty * Very sophisticated scoring mechanism
Compares to:
Pictionary, Activity and other drawing
games
Other editions:
Cranio Creations (it), Rebel (pl), White
Goblin Games (nl), GaGa Games (ru,
announced)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Riddle, Pinchback
Artist: Mike Langman, atelier198
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Spiele 2018
www.lookout-spiele.at

EVALUATION
Card sets
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Enchanting illustrations *
Little chance, lots of strategies and tactics * Topic very
well implemented * Age on
box 10+, in rules 8+
Compares to:
Arboretum
Other editions:
Currently none

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

PYJAMA-DRAMA / RAIDS t

PYJAMA-DRAMA

YELLOW NICHTSHIRT FOR THE KING
The Royal family is going to bed,
but cannot decide on the color
of their nightshirt, they keep
changing it and also change
their bed positions.
Three four or five beds – for an
easy, medium or difficult game
– are set up in a row, the first
starting player takes the blanket.
In turn, you draw a card and put
it on the corresponding bed;

3

this bed is then moved to the
right end of the row and the gap
is closed. This shifting of beds is
not done in the easy variant.
A new person is put into the
empty bed furthest to the right.
If you draw a jester or ghost, you
set it aside until all beds have
been filled. When then a ghost
appears, the starting player
quickly covers all beds with the
blanket. Then he turns up a coin

RAIDS

VIKINGS QUESTING FOR BOUNTY
On the quest for fame and
riches you build a long ship and
set sails in four different journeys to defeat monsters, collect
valuables and trade.
During a voyage back to the
harbor, the player in last position is always the active player.
En route, you halt your ship at
a location where you want to
pick up the tile. A turn comprises two phases: 1) Take a tile at

www.gamesjournal.at
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the anchor position of the ship
and put Weapon, Sail, Mjöllnir,
Good or Pennant into your ship;
you can replace tiles already on
the ship or discard the newly
taken tile. Runes and Port tiles
are placed next to your ship, at
a port you can immediately sell
one or two goods from your
ship and recruit a Viking. Later
selling at this port is not possible. 2) Navigate – you remove

for all his fellow players, who
then select one and put it in
front of the bed, in which they
suppose either the person or
a nightshirt color depicted on
the coin. If you think nothing fits
they coin, you put it down next
to yourself. If you guessed correctly, you keep the coin. In the
difficult variant, you also have
a joker coin that you can add
to your selected coin, it grants
you another coin, and you take
your joker back. If, however, you
place a joker and are wrong,
you lose a coin at the end of
the round, the starting player
changes. If the Jester appears,
you remove all cards from the
beds and refill them. After seven
ghosts have appeared, you win
with most coins.
Unmistakably Logis – the characteristic graphic design, the
tactilely and visually beautiful
and functional components and
a cute story, combined with simple standard mechanisms for an
enchanting game for children
that is a lot of fun to play. þ

INFORMATION

all tiles between your ship and
the one immediately in front.
Then you move your ship along
the arrows and can halt next to
a tile that you want or continue
directly to the harbor. If you pass
a monster, you discard a Viking
and move on, or you defeat it
Vikings equal to its strength. If
you halt next to another ship,
you must fight – you discard
a Viking, your opponent flees
or discards two, and so on. In
the harbor, you score points
for harbor conditions that you
meet. After four voyages you
score fame from Coins, Runes,
Mjöllnirs, Goods, Pennants and
Monsters.
Raids is a beautiful game featuring classy components; it is also
a good family game without
hidden information – you always know who can send which
number of Vikings into combat
against a monster or another
ship; all the same, the anchoring
at a tile is similar to a bid in an
auction: I want this – will, must,
need I fight for it? þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

3-5

3+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Dirk Andreas Taube
Artist: Gediminas Akelaitis
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Pub.: Savas Takas / Logis 2018
www.logis.lt

EVALUATION
Memo
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Beautiful components *
Very nice story * Simple
mechanisms
Compares to:
Memo games with position
switching and covering of
images
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

40+

Designer: Dunstan, Gilbert
Artist: Biboun, Allison Machepy
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Pub.: Iello / Hutter Trade 2018
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Position, set collection
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
No hidden information
* Very nice components
* Complex mechanisms
elegantly simplified * Good
family game
Compares to:
Viking games for topic, set collection
and auction games
Other editions:
Fractal Juegos (es), Iello (en fr), Mancalamaro (it)
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PRESENTATION

u REEF / SCARABYA

REEF

PATTERNS IN CORAL REEFS!
Coral reefs grow and form patterns! Coral pieces in four colors
and point tokens are in stock.
You begin with three point tokens value 1 and two cards plus
a player board and one coral of
each color which are placed on
the middle cases of your board.
Three cards are displayed as
open stock; cards show corals
that you take in their top half
and patters that you can score

8

in their bottom half.
As the active player you have
turn options: 1. Take a card from
the display – maybe with markers – or from the stack; if you
take it from stack, you must put
a value 1 token on the card with
the lowest number in the display. Or 2., play a card to expand
your reef and/or score a pattern.
You take the corals depicted in
the top half and put them on

SCARABYA

EXCAVATE SCARABS

All over the world, a mysterious
scarab symbol appears, and archeologists want to collect as
many as possible. Every player
has twelve camp tiles, four tiles
and a frame for an archeological site plus a set of eight rocks.
The starting player places his
four archeological site tiles into
his frame, and all other players
imitate this set up within their
frame with their tiles.
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For each round, one of twelve
mission cards is revealed; it
determines the camp tile that
is placed in this round – every placer takes this tile from
his stock and puts it on his site
board: The first camp tile must
cover at least one of the four
middle cases; all other tiles must
always be placed to another
one, with at least one adjacent
side. Rocks are obstacles that
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your board, on empty cases or
on top of a coral or a coral stack,
up to maximum height of 4.
Then you check for the pattern
in the bottom half, in all orientations when looking at the board
from above. When the pattern
on the card shows no numbers,
the level of a coral does not matter as long as it is the top one.
When the pattern shows corals with numbers, however, the
coral must be the top one in this
level to count towards a pattern
for scoring. When patterns are
visible more than once, you also
score them that many times.
First tiles, now corals – Reef impressively continues the series
that was begun with Azul; components and visuals are marvelous; the mechanism, however,
is much more chance-driven
and planning ahead is difficult,
and it plays like a multiplayer
solitaire game. All in all, an ideal
introduction, with a lovely topic,
to the genre of abstract games.
þ

INFORMATION

cannot be covered; each camp
tile must always cover five
squares on the board and camp
tiles cannot overlap. You may
cover up scarab symbols on the
site board. If you can enclose an
excavation area of four squares
or less with your tiles – the frame
and rocks also work as borders
for such an area – you receive
a scarab marker for each scarab
that is visible in the excavation
area, the value of the marker
equals the number of enclosed
squares. After twelve rounds
you win with most points.
In a variant, two players share
an archeological site and reveal
one mission card per player in
each turn to place the respective tile. In the solo version you
must place a tile if possible and
win if all twelve tiles are placed.
This is a very beautiful game
with cleverly used standard
mechanisms and a very good
solo version. Remember, as in
all games of that kind, imitating
others is not a winning strategy.
þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45

Designer: Emerson Matsuuchi
Artist: Chris Quilliams
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Pub.: Next Move / Plan B G. / Pegasus Sp. 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Pattern formation
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very beautiful components
and design * Simple rules *
Very much chance-driven
Compares to:
Abstract games with pattern formation on several
levels
Other editions:
Broadway Toys (cn), Next Move (en
fr nl), Ghenos Games (it), Asmodee/
Next Move (es)

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Cathala, Maublanc
Artist: Sylvain Aublin
Price: ca. 27 Euro
Pub.: Blue Orange Games 2018
www.blueorangegames.eu

EVALUATION
Tile placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl pt
ru cn pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Identical set-up for all *
Planning ahead is limited
* Imitation of others is not
the road to winning
Compares to:
Take it easy, Karuba
Other editions:
2 Pionki (pl), One Moment Games (cn)

www.gamesjournal.at

PRESENTATION

SCHABEN JAGEN / SENATORS t

SCHABEN JAGEN

CATCH THE CREEPY-CRAWLIES!
Cockroaches in the kitchen! You
are the exterminator and use
movement cards to plan the
necessary sequence of steps to
catch all cockroaches.
Each of the 80 puzzles – you
solve them best in order, as they
have been numbered according
to level of difficulty and sorted
– shows the starting positions
for exterminator, cockroaches
and chests as well as the move-
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ment cards that can use; the line
of sight must be adhered to for
both cockroaches and exterminator already in the set-up.
Movement cards allow either
moving the exterminator or
changing his line of sight; therefore, in his turn, he can either
move or change direction and
line of sight. The first move is
done by the exterminator, using
one of his movement cards, in

SENATORS

UNTERSTÜTZUNG GESUCHT
As a faction leader, you buy
support in the Senate and are
named Caesar if the majority of
senators support you. In Phase
I of your turn you draw and resolve an event card; in Phase II
you have von action out of three
options: 1.Auction – the top card
of all resources and office card
stacks is turned up. All give a bid
in turn for any number of cards,
even no card. The active player

www.gamesjournal.at

then – in any order – sells the
cards to the player with the respective highest bid and takes
the money or buys the card
himself and pays the highest
bidder. Cards without a bid he
takes free of charge. Acquired
office card are visible. 2. Extortion – You get three Talents from
the bank and can make a bid to
any or all players for one of his
public cards; he sells you the

line of sight, any number of cases over free cases and not across
cases with chests or cockroaches and not out of the board.
The movement card you used is
spent and cannot be used again.
Then all cockroaches move one
step in their line of sight or turn
by 180° when blocked by the
exterminator or chests. Several
cockroaches on a case are possible. Then the exterminator has
a turn, then the cockroaches,
then the exterminator, and so
on. The exterminator catches
cockroaches by moving on a
case with cockroaches or by
sucking them into his vacuum
cleaner – all cockroaches in line
of sight regardless of their distance to the exterminator; he
must, however, be stationary, he
cannot suck them up in passing.
Behind chests, cockroaches are
safe from the vacuum cleaner.
A nice change of topic for a wellknown standard game principle; the vacuum cleaner is a
cute, well-working detail. Think
fun, think fun to play! þ

INFORMATION

card or pays you the bid to keep
the card. 3. Cash In – Sell sets
of three identical resources or
three resources of the same value to the state or buy support
of new senators for ten talents
per senator. You can also play
any number of office cards in
any order. If you have no money,
you embezzle money, which
means you get five talents from
the bank and lose one senator.
If you lose your last senator, you
are out of the game. The fourth
event card WAR immediately
ends the game and you win
with most senators.
Sounds like a quiet set collection game, which it definitely
is not – the event cards change
the bidding ode or give/take
money; the office cards add
their own spice to the game
and then players have special
abilities which they can lose to
extortion, so a player can have
and use more than one of them.
A real titbit for fans of auction
games. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1

AGE:

10+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Marco Teubner
Artist: F. Streese, Kreativbunker
Price: ca. 17 Euro
Publisher: moses. Verlag 2018
www.moses-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Logic puzzle
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute topic * Nice detail
mechanism * Pretty design
Compares to:
Logic puzzles with movement tasks
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

40+

Designer: Haig & Rikki Tahta
Artist: Pascal Quidault
Price: ca. 28 Euro
Pub.: Ferti / JoeKas World 2018
www.ferti-games.com

EVALUATION
Auction, resources, sets
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Can be chaotic, but is
good fun * Only for fans of
auction games * Version
with Support cards * High
replay value
Compares to:
Auction games with varying auction
modes
Other editions:
DMZ Games (es), Ferti (fr), Ferti/
JoeKas World (de), La Mame Games
(en), Indie Boards & Games (en)
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PRESENTATION

u SPACE FREAKS / STRANDGUT

SPACE FREAKS

THE VIOLET MORASS

Space Freaks features tournaments in the Arena of Annihilation - you design your own
freak team with unique abilities
from head and body parts. The
Team must defend the home
base and collect victory points
from attacks, completed missions and securing of regions.
After preparations for a round,
player turns follow, including
* Playing Mission card or com-

pleting it anytime * Fire turrets
- at one target, regardless of
lines of sight * Activate pawns each pawn once per round for
limited movement and attacks,
with using of sponsor cards, laboratories, healing centers and
wormholes, * Build bunkers and
turrets, and * Clean-Up. After six
rounds, you win with most victory points.
The Violet Morass leads us into

STRANDGUT

SUNGLASSES AND A RUBBER DUCK
Flotsam and jetsam at the
beach! In the version „Each on
his own“ you want to be first
to be out of cards. One tile begins the display and you put
the wanderer on it. The remaining tiles are distributed evenly
among players. You display four
tiles from your face-down stack
and take boats in relation to
the number of players. The active player adds one of his open

30
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tiles to the tile with the wanderer, with correlating edges,
and then puts the wanderer on
the new tile. You can spend one
of your boats to relocate the
wanderer to another tile before
adding your tile. When you cannot do either, you display one
more tile from your stack. You
may place more than one tile,
but only next to the tile with the
wanderer, who is then placed
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new season in the tournament
in the Arena of Annihilation the basic rules of Space Freaks
apply, there are, however, a few
changes. The tournaments have
been relocated to two arenas on
a labyrinthine jungle planet, rich
in amphibian predators, maneating plants and treacherous
fungi. You can mix the expansion components with those of
the basic game and use one to
five Myron’s Modifications cards
to change the rules. New tokens
are Freak Upgrades, Alien Plant/
Swamp and Fortress; new hex
cases are Empty Hex, Neutral
Base, Water and Alien Plants.
You put a fortress on neutral
base hexes.
The two new arenas on the
swamp planet offer new territories and new tactics. The
expansion again comes across
with Retro flair and again offers
the clichés from the last century
– tentacles and other standard
alien traits and fighting tooth
and nail while constructing upgrades for your freak. þ

INFORMATION

on any of the new tiles.
In the version “All together” all
tiles must be placed; again, one
tile is laid out and the wanderer
placed on it; boats are stock for
all, and tiles are evenly distributed. If you can place a tile, you
must do so and can decide to
put the wanderer on the new
tile or leave him in place. If you
can’t place a tile, you take a
boat and may then relocate the
wanderer, but not add a tile afterwards. If you can place more
than one card, you can discard
a boat. If someone must take a
boat and there is none in stock,
the game is lost for all.
Unmistakably a F-Hein game –
elegant and very beautiful; the
corresponding edges on the
tiles are the central game element as usual; the distinguishing element is the way how they
are combined into one image.
Strandgut is especially nice – the
cooperative version demands
well-considered placement and
keeping an eye on the boats. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Max Wikström
Artist: Harri Tarkka, Markku Laine
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Pub.: Lautapelit / Stronghold 2018
www.lautapelit.fi, www.strongholdgames.com

EVALUATION
SciFi, combat
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Retro design * More combination options * Little
technology, lots of combat
and confrontation * (c)
Image Smuker (BGG)
Compares to:
Space Freaks, SciFi Combat, Character
creation from parts
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Bücken, Hanneforth
Artist: Stephan Hollich
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: F-Hein-Spiele 2018
www.f-hein-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Tile placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Typical F-Hein Spiel *
Simple rules * Very beautiful design * Box text in
three languages, rules in
German
Compares to:
All tile placement puzzles with edge
correlation
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

TAKLA / TALISMAN t

TAKLA

CANTILEVERED BRIDGEN
We build bridges, self-supporting bridges, that is, to reach the
center of the board. You use
identical blocks that support
each other and at the same time
extend the construction so that
it spans the empty space without toppling.
For the variant„Each on his own“
for four players, you lay out the
board as a cross made up from
four boards with groove mark-

ings and one middle piece, in
which you place a pole carrying
a red, moveable marble. A starting position on the boards – the
further away from the pole the
more difficult - and for the red
marble is agreed on and all try
simultaneously to bridge the
empty space to the marble; you
can place the blocks vertically or
horizontally; supporting pieces
between starting position and

TALISMAN

LEGENDARY TALES

Heroes with special abilities set
out to find five talismans that
protect the Crown of Command.
TO achieve this, five adventures
must be mastered in sequence,
in chosen levels of difficulty and
more than once if necessary, until the adventure is completed
with the number of stars necessary to begin the next one.
The respective adventure is set
up; every player selects his fe-
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8
male/male character and takes
the hero beg plus seven hero
tokens.
Players are active in turn and
resolve three steps: 1. Travel –
optional; you can stay where
you are; if you travel, you roll a
die and move maximum that
many steps. You can cross or enter locations with other heroes
or with face-down adventure
tiles. A result of 4 triggers an

the pole or supporting the
construction with the pole are
not allowed. Whoever is first to
touch the red marble with his
construction, wins.
In a variant you win, if you
achieve this goal with the fewest block used. The game holds
enough blocks so that two players can reach the middle from
the starting positions furthest
out; you can acquire additional
blocks from the publisher.
In the team variant you do not
use the central piece and the
pole; each team of two players
receives a „street“ made up of
two boards; again, both teams
build simultaneously, this time
trying to have the two constructs touch in the middle and
place a final piece on top. Again,
you can play for winning by being first to complete the construction or do it with the fewest
blocks used.
Visually amazing and alluring, as
regards to mechanism a huge
challenge to spatial thinking,
dexterity and an understanding
of balance! þ

INFORMATION

advance of the time marker. 2.
Encounters – you must stop on
a location with a visible monster. If you end your turn on a
location with face-down adventure tiles, you turn them up
and resolve the effects. For an
encounter with monsters you
draw three tokens from your
bag and compare symbols with
those of the monsters. Those
tiles must be returned to the
bag in accordance with special
rules. 3. Receive rewards/items
for successful encounters. Players can confer on actions and
win the adventure, when they
acquire the talisman, albeit only
when this is completed before
the time marker arrives at the
moon symbol.
THE classic of fantasy adventure games – it has been modernized, given five scenarios
instead of three levels, and the
rules have been revised for
movement and rewards; it is
fun encounter the game, again
or for the first time; you find an
ideal family game for an introduction to the genre of fantasy
adventure games. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Roland Preuß
Artist: Steffen Mühlhäuser und Team
Price: ca. 80 Euro
Publisher: Steffen Spiele 2018
www.steffen-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Construction, balance
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Wooden components *
Needs spatial thinking
and a feeling for balance *
Starting positions can be
adapted to player abilities
Compares to:
Bausack and other construction/
stacking games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

40+

Designer: M. Palm, L. Zach
Artist: Zapf, M. Kröhnert, J. Wiese
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Fantasy, adventure, cooperation
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Well-revised new edition
* New rules for movement and rewards * Five
scenarios instead of three
levels * Nice family game
Compares to:
Talisman and other fantasy adventures
Other editions:
MasQueOca (es), Pegasus (en)
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PRESENTATION

u TERRAORMING MARS: COLONIES / THE GAME CHANGERS

TERRAFORMING MARS: COLONIES

FROM MARS TO THE OUTER MOONS
In Terraforming Mars, your
corporation is involved in the
transformation of Mars. You play
generations of 1. Turn order,
2. Research, including acquisition of one of four cards. 3. Action: play a card; use standard
project - patents, power station, asteroid, water, greenery,
city; Claim a milestone; fund an
award; convert plants to greenery to enhance oxygen; convert

heat into rise of temperature. 4.
Production – Energy turns into
heat and you receive resources.
When the goal levels for water,
temperature and oxygen have
been achieved, you add your
Terraforming Rating to victory
points from awards, milestones,
status of the board and cards.
In Terraforming Mars: Colonies,
the Outer Solar System becomes the new frontier - colo-

THE GAME CHANGERS

WILD CARDS OR SECRET SABOTEUR
Who has not yet sat at the
games table and wished that
he could magic up a rule that
would shift game flow in his favor or make the game more fun
or give him a chance to take his
turn before his right neighbor
for once. Well, for those occasion
you could use The Game Changers – 80 cards offer ten options
to modify a game or interfere
with it: 1. Change the flow of

32

the game with Wild Cards, for instance changing the last action
that you did before taking the
next one. 2. Add/remove victory points sources by assigning
cards to game elements. 3. Add
hidden goals, with or without
rewards from additional victory
points and other bonuses. 4.
Cheating – if you are caught you
receive a Red Card, and you are
either not allowed to cheat any-
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nies on Saturn, Jupiter within
reach! As a corporation you visit
several moons, where you set
up colonies or trade with them.
Colony project cards and corporation cards are shuffled into
those of the core game. With
one action you can build one
of maximum three colonies on
a moon; and only one colony
per player on a moon. Trading
is an action, too, you move your
trade fleet to a colony, only one
fleet per colony is allowed, and
you follow the instructions of
the colony. The Solar Phase is
resolved after the Production
phase, step 3 is Colony production with marker advancement
on the colony tiles.
The founding of colonies as a
new action as well as the new
corporation and project cards
introduce fresh ideas into the
game; the topic fits in well and
integrates seamlessly with the
core game alone or in combination with the other expansions.
Enhances pleasure to play without elongation of playing time!
þ

INFORMATION

more or are out of the game. 5.
Change play from competitive
to cooperative, all need to work
together to achieve a given
goal. 6. Add a hidden saboteur,
his faction wins if in any of the
final scoring positions. 7. Bet on
the final results of the game. 8.
Change your position at the table to take over the other player’s position on the board, his
score etc. 9. And 10. Add some
fun: for instance, give people
animal pet names or have the
current leader sing a song – all
just for fun, without influencing
the game flow or its outcome.
All in all, a fun and cute idea, albeit not suitable for all types of
players or games; but it should
be fun to try it out. Some modules can be combined and for
some there are two versions,
for a friendly way to play or for a
challenge, for instance in Option
5, when all have to cooperate to
have a player with the respective card achieve third place as
demanded by the card. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

1-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Jacob Fryxelius
Artist: Isaac Fryxelius
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Pub.: Fryxgames / Stronghold Games 2018
www.strongholdgames.com

EVALUATION
Development, colonies
Users: For experts
Version: en
Rules: cz de en es fr hu it
nl pl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Clever, functional colony
boards and ships * Thematical and game-play
expansion * Playing time
not extended * Good in
combination with all other expansions
Compares to:
Terraforming Mars and its other
expansions
Other editions:
Ghenos Games (it), Intrafin (fr nl), Lavka
(ru), Maldito (es), Mindok (cz), Rebel (pl),
Reflexshop (hu), Schwerkraft (de)

PLAYERS:

2-25

AGE:

8+

TIME:

var

Designer: Frank Quispel
Artist: Loïc Biliau
Price: ca. 8 Euro
Publisher: Quined Games 2018
www.quined.nl

EVALUATION
Game modification
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute idea * Not for all
groups of gamers * Can
be fun to try * (c) Image
francobollus (BGG)
Compares to:
First game of its kind
Other editions:
Currently none
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THE RIVER / TRAMWAYS t

THE RIVER

BULDINGS ON THE RIVER BANK
Scouts are exploring the banks
of a broad river, going upstream.
You place them to collect resources and to set up buildings
with the aim to have the most
impressive settlement at the
end of the game.
At the start you select one terrain tile in turn as first tile for
your river board; then the islands on the main board are
filled with terrain tiles in relation
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to the number of players. There
is terrain for production of resources, terrain for storage, terrain offering both options and
there are meadows, for immediate advantages, for later use or
for victory points at the end of
the game.
The active player can start his
turn with exchanging resources
for food and must then relocate a scout from his ship to an

TRAMWAYS

ENGINEER’S WORKBOOK
Tramways – track building in
the universe of Small City, Town
Center and CliniC; you lead a
team of engineers building a
network of tracks. In six rounds
you resolve auction, actions
and administration. For auction
you receive a new card and determine turn order at the same
time. In the action phase you do
an action or take 2$ in Round 1;
in round 2 you do two actions
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or do one action + 2$ or only
2$. Actions are laying track or
expand your network, build a
building or expand it or transport passengers. All this causes
stress, too much stress loses
you points. In the administration phase you can use left-over
cards.
Tramways Engineer’s Workbook
is a stand-alone puzzle collection based on Tramways. As

island on the board – there are
cases with room for one scout
of any color, cases with room
for two scouts of every color
and cases with room for any
number of scouts regardless of
color – and resolve the case action: Take terrain tile, produce
resource, reserve a building
or set up a building including
bonuses, swap terrain oder become starting player. Terrain, as
mentioned, produces or stores
resources. When all scouts are
on islands and ships are empty,
you remove remaining terrain
tiles and place new ones; unsold buildings remain, and the
display is replenished; all players take back their scouts to
their ships. When someone has
five bonus tiles or taken twelve
terrains, you score resources,
terrain types in columns and
meadows at the end of the
round.
The River is a very attractive
family game, offering a worker
placement game for newcomers to the genre or for casual
players, featuring good components and nice design. þ

INFORMATION

Financial director of Tramways
Company in Small City you want
to become its CEO. You need to
master 36 challenges, usually
within six rounds, some could
take more or fewer rounds –
with two players it is a game of
logistics with varying victory
conditions, the solitaire game
is about solving position challenges. You always mark each
building slot with a passenger.
At the start, you have two action
options - build track and move
passenger. Later, additional actions become available. For an
action, you combine Icons on
tickets and mark tickets as used.
In the Update phase you get
tickets back and new passengers arrive. After the last round
you check for winning conditions and either move to the
next puzzle or play again.
In each of the 36 challenges, a
new rule is added, so that you
have learned and play with all
the rules of Tramways. A clever
addition to the Tramways/Small
City universe and a wonderful
introduction to the game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: I. Perrin, S. Pauchon
Artist: A. Bosley, C. Daujean
Price: ca. 40 Euro
Pub.: Days of Wonder / Asmodee 2018
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Development, worker
placement
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive components
* Simple rules * Good
introduction to the worker
placement genre
Compares to:
Simple Worker placement games for
building
Other editions:
Days of Wonder (en es fr), Rebel (pl)

PLAYERS:

1-2

AGE:

12+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Alban Viard
Artist: Sikiö Sampo, Paul Laane
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Pub.: AV Studio Games 2018
www.avstudiogames.com

EVALUATION
Track building, logistics
Users: With friends
Version: en
Rules: en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Step-by-step introduction
to the Tramways rules * Increasing levels of difficulty
* Works well in solitaire and
2-player mode * (c) Image
Jy0831 (BGG)
Compares to:
Tramways, Railroad Ink for Topic and
track drawing
Other editions:
AVStudio Games (fr)
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PRESENTATION

u ÜBER STOCK & STEIN / VOLLPFOSTEN

ÜBER STOCK & STEIN

ACROSS RIVER AND MEADOW TO THE RANCH
Foal Cookie has sneaked out
of the pasture, and players embody the Horse Club friends Sofia, Hannah, Lisa and Sarah trying to work together to get the
foal back to the Lakeside Riding
Ranch before night falls.
Terrain strips are laid out according to specification, day side up,
beginning with the friends’ secret trailer and ending with the
Riding Ranch. Cookie begins
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on strip 1; twelve obstacles and
ten titbits are placed on their respective spots on the strips, and
you begin with one action tile.
Someone rolls four dice and
then all players confer about
the order of use for the resulting symbols. For the symbol of
a terrain type adjacent to the
terrain where Cookie stands,
you may move Cookie to this
terrain; if there is an obstacle

VOLLPFOSTEN

QUICK GRABS AND HILARIOUS ANTICS
Sounds simple! Roll die and grab
a post! For this seemingly easy
exercise you use six posts of
varying size and with different
markings, plus a white symbol
die, two orange Grab dice, one
dark blue Movement action die,
one light blue Vocal action die
and a green interaction die, as
well as 30 sticks in three lengths.
The white die is always used,
he determines the post to take;
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the orange dice tell you how to
pick up the post. The blue dice
determine what you have to do
before you can grab a post, and
the green die tells you how to
interact with other players before grabbing Dice results can
cancel each other out or reverse
other results. Players decide at
the start, which dice are used in
addition to the white one. You
can only grab posts with one
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on that terrain, you need two
corresponding terrain symbols.
The horse symbol lets you move
Cookie one case up or down
without a terrain symbol. For
the half moon symbol, you turn
the landscape strip that is furthest away from the Ranch and
still shows the day side, over to
the night side. If Cookie is on a
night side landscape at the start
of a round, you must set aside a
landscape symbol without using it in this round. A clover leaf
symbol gives you an action tile
for help in case of missing symbols or against obstacles or for
diagonal movement. Titbit chips
on terrain cases are picked up. If
Cookie reaches the Ranch with
all titbits before all terrain strips
have been turned to their night
side, the game is won.
A pretty cooperative roll & move
game with some tactical details;
the topic is probably of most
interest to girls and the original
Schleich horse figurine is an additional incentive. þ

INFORMATION

hand and only grab one post,
may not change your grip or
change the grabbing hand.
An example for a dice result: Use
the back of both your hands to
grab the post with the most possible lines, after clapping your
hands, crowing like a cockerel
and doing High Five with your
left and right neighbor. When all
posts are grabbed, you check on
meeting requirements. If someone does not meet one of the
requirements, he is out of the
round without receiving a stick.
Then the three players who best
met the requirements are rewarded with one of the sticks.
When all long sticks have been
handed out, you win with the
longest line of sticks.
Somewhat crazy, very cute, very
funny, very hectic and yet rather
balanced in the requirements –
one player might spot symbols
quickly, the other reacts quickly
and yet another one has noted
that he may not use the usual
grabbing hand. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: C. Fiore, K. Happel
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 21 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
cooperative, dice
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Comes with an Original
Schleich horse figurine *
Series Horse Club * Nice
tactical elements for cooperative play
Compares to:
Cooperative roll & move games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

7+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Antony Proietti
Artist: D. Lohausen, O. Richtberg
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2018
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Party, reaction
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute party game * Good
mix of tasks * Nice for larger
groups
Compares to:
Reaction games with
behavior demands
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

WÜRFELGEMÜSE / X-CODE t

WÜRFELGEMÜSE

PLANT SALAD OR FEED PIGLET
Vegetable farmer or pig breeder? Feed seedlings to the piglets
or plant them in the fields?
Three dice each in red, green
and yellow for tomatoes, salad
and carrots are rolled. All players
in turn select one die each until
only one is left; in a game with
three and four players, the last
player gets one die less. Results
are entered in columns corresponding to the chosen dice

8

values, the first ones anywhere,
further results only orthogonally adjacent to the same type of
vegetable. If you cannot enter a
result, you must feed the piglet
as often as the die shows pips
by crossing out circles. You can
deliberately select an unenterable die to feed the piglet. Each
completely crossed-out piglet
row triggers a once-only option
to change a dice result by +1 or

X-CODE

CRACK CODE TO CONTROL SYSTEMS
The control over the system can
be recovered with a 12-digit
code, players are hackers and
need to crack the code within
the time frame, using exchange
of code cards and efficient communication about their cards.
The code board shows twelve
cases for numbers 0 to 9 as well
as for * and #. Time cards and
code cards are shuffled together with three joker cards and
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you are dealt three cards.
All play simultaneously and
can do any of four actions any
time and as often as they want:
1. Draw a card within the hand
card limit. 2. Discard three cards
openly. 3. Swap a card with your
left or right neighbor; both players display their card openly
and can then hand over the
card in the direction indicated
by the arrow on it – you always

-1. In the extended game, you
can change the dice value or the
color. For the die remaining in
the middle you cross off a circle
of this color (!) in the market.
When either one market or one
garden or one piglet feed area
are completely crossed out, you
win at the end of the round with
most points from vegetables x
market value ( minimum value
1 each), five points per completely filled garden rows your
garden and points in relation
to the number of completely
crossed-out piglet rows. In the
extended game at least one circle in a market must be crossed
out for vegetables to score, and
you score five points for each
majority you achieve for tomatoes, carrots, salad or piglet. In
case of a tie, all players in the tie
score five points.
Würfelgemüse uses a nicely varied standard mechanism, resulting in an attractive family game,
recommended for a filler or to
take on holidays. þ

INFORMATION

need a left and right arrow to
do a swap. 4. Discard a set of
three identical code cards onto
the corresponding case on the
board. If you discard a set of
three time cards, you can turn
over the timer. When all twelve
cases on the code board are
filled with corresponding sets
before the timer runs out, the
code is cracked. In four training levels you play with varying
numbers of code cards, time
cards and jokers; when those
training mission levels are mastered, you open mission cases
with a key, the first mission you
open is the Blue Mission.
Draw cards, swap cards, discard
cards – sounds really easy, but,
there are, however, arrows on
the cards and a time limit within
which you have to put down
all twelve sets; therefore, paying close attention and giving
quick, concise information on
your cards is necessary. Need a
five, have a 2 with a right-hand
arrow! Slightly chaotic, wellworking fun to play! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 36 and 37

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Danny Devine
Artist: Tyler Matt
Price: ca. 14 Euro
Publisher: Board & Dice 2018
www.boardanddice.com

EVALUATION
Using dice results
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanism
* Nicely varied * Good
shoring sheet * Tactic from
piglet feeding
Compares to:
All dice games with a dice
pool for all
Other editions:
Asmodee (es), Grey Fox Games (en fr),
Board & Dice (pl)

PLAYERS:

2-8

AGE:

10+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Kasper Lapp
Artist: Barbara Spelger
Price: ca. 26 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2018
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Cooperation, real-time
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Most simple core mechanisms * Needs exact, fast
communication * Works
with two players, rather
chaotic with eight * Best
with four to six players
Compares to:
Fast card-swapping games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION
GALLERY

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON GAMES

BINGOLINO

Publisher: Schmidt Spiele
Designers: Elisabeth & Günter Burkhardt

DER KLEINE DRACHE KOKOSNUSS

8

Publisher: Kosmos
Designer: Manfred Ludwig

FINCA

5

Publisher: franjos Spieleverlag
Designers: Ralf zur Linde, Wolfgang Sentker

10

You draw 16 number tiles - there are 66, 3x 1-22 - for a 4x4 grid in
any arrangement. As the active player you select 1 to 5 dice, roll
them and sum the results. This total is valid for all players - if you
have such a tile open in the grid, you turn it over. If the active
player cannot turn over the tile or does not want to, he alone
may deduct one die result from the total and turn over a tile
with the new total. If he cannot do that either, he must turn back
up a turned-down one. If you have turned down four tiles in
orthogonal or diagonal row, you call “Bingolino” and take a star
to mark the row. If you have four stars, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: de en fr it * In-game text: no

Ausflug ins Abenteuer - Drache Kokosnuss and his friends race
each other to the summer camp on the jungle island to win by
arriving first. You choose a character and a starting position and
must stay on the chosen path. You roll a die: For Green Feet you
advance your character accordingly, for a Red Foot you move
one step backwards and for the Arrow Symbol you place the
die on one of six feet spots at the side of the board. You turn the
spinner and move the indicated character according to the spot
where you placed the die. When a move ends on a path case
with feet, you move it again accordingly. New edition
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Farmers on Mallorca want to harvest the maximum possible
amount of fruit and to deliver them on demand to villages, for
victory points. After an initial placement phase, you can, in turn,
either move one of your farmers on the windmill and receive
fruits or donkey carts, or deliver fruits or resolve action tiles. These
give you a double turn on the windmill or a big donkey car or
delivery of one fruit less or relocating on the windmill. When the
last demand tile is removed from a village, you place a wooden
Finca piece. When the last one is placed, the game ends and
you win with most victory points. New edition, includes El Razul
expansion. Version: de * Rules: cn de en es fr fi hu se * In-game text: no

Dice game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Roll & move game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Placement game for 2-4 players, ages 10+

LEVEL 8 DAS KARTENSPIEL JUNIOR
Publisher: Ravensburge
Designer: Susanne Armbruster

MAU MAU FÜR KINDER

6

Publisher: moses. Verlag 2019

RISKY DICE

5

Publisher: Piatnik
Designer: Harald Havas

8

In the Junior edition you must also master eight levels, but by
collecting animal tokens. 45 animal cards show combinations of
two animals, 7 Daisy cards are jokers and 45 animal tokens show
nine animals, five times each. You draw two tokens and secretly
decide on one of them to collect. You draw a card from the deck
or from one of the players’ discard piles, also from your own,
and discard a card. If you can - after drawing - discard four cards
showing animals, depicted on one of your tokens, or daisies, you
do so and reveal the token - you have mastered a level. You draw
four new cards and a new token.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

36 cards show a number on a color background; each player is
dealt five cards, the rest is draw pile, one card begins the discard
pile. The active player places a card on the discard pile – number
on identical number or color on identical color – or draws a card.
Special cards - +2 Schweinchen or Schlafschaf are also played
suitably, the left neighbor must resolve them draw two cards
or pass his turn. Bunte Kuh can be played at any time, the next
player must play the color you named. If you have two or one
card left, you announce „Mau“ or „Mau Mau“; if you are out of
cards first, you win.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: no

Roll again or stop? You roll all available dice and must set aside
at least one to score after each roll; then you can decide to stop
or roll again. Points are summed up; if you cannot score a die,
the turn ends without result. If you can score all six dice, you
can begin again with six dice to roll. A 1 or a 5, scored alone,
are worth 100 or 50 points, respectively; all other values only
score in combinations of triplets or a straight, all those must be
achieved in one roll. A straight of 1-6 scores 2.000 pints; a triplet
of 1s is worth 1.000 points; triplets of 2s to 6es are worth 200 to
600 points. If you achieve 5.000 points, you win.
Version: multi * Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk * In-game text: no

Set collecting game with cards for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Version of Mau Mau for 2-5 players, ages 5+

Dice game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

SEALS

Publisher: Mandoo Games
Designers: Frank Crittin Grégoire Largey, Sébastien
Pauchon

TIMELINE CLASSIC

8

Publisher: Zygomatic / Asmodee
Designer: Frédéric Henry

TRIVIAL PURSUIT FAMILIENEDITION
Publisher: Hasbro

8

57 cards comprise two red coin cards plus 55 cards in five colors
– grey blue, green, orange and purple – with five minor cards
1-5 and five major cards 6-10 plus one coin card per color set. In
maximum five rounds you collect sets of either five cards of the
same symbol or four coins or a straight from 1 to 10. The active
player turns up cards from the pile until four cards are displayed
and then takes either all cards of one color or with the same
value or symbol. If you then play a set you win the round and
take seals in relation to your set; after five rounds you win with
most seals.
Version: multi * Rules: en kr * In-game text: no

Chronological sequence of a mixed bag of themes. Doublesided cards show the same question / topic / theme / event on
both sides, one side carries the year of its occurrence. You have
six cards in a display, image-only side up. In turn, you place a
card into the row, where you think it belongs chronologically,
and turn it over to show the year. If the placing is correct, the
card stays; if not, the card is removed, and you draw a new card.
If you are first to be out of cards, you win. Timeline Classic can be
combined with all theme sets in the series, currently Erfindungen
and Ereignisse.
Version: de * Rules: de en fr * In-game text: yes

This edition features a complete game, with movers and board.
Categories are blue for Geography, pink for Entertainment,
yellow for History, brown for Art & Literature, green for Science
and Technology and orange for Sports & Leisure. The question
cards are separated into blue cards, for players aged 14 and up,
and yellow cards for younger players, featuring 1200 questions
and answers each. General Rules and mechanisms correspond
to those of a standard Trivial Pursuit edition, for movement you
use a die and can jump to any corner spot if you roll the joker
symbol. New edition with a new package design.
Version: de * Rules: de and many others * In-game text: yes

Set collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 8+

Ranking game for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Trivia quiz game for 2 or more players, ages 8+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

REVIEW

NEWS / LEGAL DISCLOSURE t

ToyAward 2019

The ToyAwards rank among the most important accolades in the industry. A jury of 16 experts – comprising international trade representatives, market researchers, educationalists, scientists, a blogger and a toy
safety expert – selected the five winners from a total of 838 entries (2018: 643). To win, the products had to
score exceptionally well in the categories fun factor, originality, safety, potential success at retail, workmanship & quality as well as accessibility of the product concept.

Baby & Infant 0-3 years
Magic Touch PianoTM Musical Toy, Hape International und Kids II
The Magic Touch PianoTM from Hape International and Kids II is the ideal way to introduce
toddlers to the world of music. Made of high-quality wood, this piano features magic touch
technology without any buttons. The finger warmth of gentle touch is enough to generate music from the toy. The toy also plays entire melodies all by itself. The jury concluded: “The piano
encourages the early learning of music among toddlers.”

Preschool 3-6
bworld theme sets, BRUDER Spielwaren
The worlds of the bworld theme sets by BRUDER Spielwaren invite preschool children to take
part in lengthy role-playing games, while at the same time introducing them to various kinds
of jobs. Sturdy wall panels and true-to-life details represent, for example, a hospital or car repair
shop. There are endless play possibilities, since the various worlds can be combined with each
other. “The realistic play worlds are still just as exciting for older children,” stated
the jury.

Schoolkids 6-10
Magical Mermaid World, PLAYMOBIL
The beautifully shaped Magical Mermaid World from PLAYMOBIL opens up a fabulous
underwater world. The enchanting details – such as an electric opening shell, exotic aquatic
plants and imaginative carriages for the characters – come in delicate pastel colours. It‘s just
perfect for role-playing games, and thanks to her hinged fin, the mermaid can even stand up.
A ball track made up of plants forms the centre of this world. “A fantastic system toy with a
well-rounded concept,” praised the jury.

Teenager & Adults
kNOW!, Ravensburger Spieleverlag
Ravensburger Spieleverlag‘s quiz game kNOW! combines a board game with digital
innovation. The incorporation of the free Google Assistant ensures that the game always
has current questions along with the right answers. This concept also won over the jury: “It
holds the promise of cross-generational quizzing fun for the whole family.”

Kategorie Startup
Mabot, Shenzhen Bell Creative Science and Education
Simple and available in a handful of colours, the disassembled Mabot parts come neatly
arranged in their box. Once assembled, by following the instructions or own ideas, the
robot quickly unfolds its limitless play options. It can be combined with an app on a
smartphone or tablet and guided around the home. A second app introduces kids to basic
coding skills. The jury’s rationale: “A great educational toy that grows with the child!”
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GABIS explanation on page 5
Two Players

Large Groups
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